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PRESIDENT’S VIEW

A perspective on the role
of women in law today
by Anna K. Fung, QC

The Benchers’ Bulletin and related
newsletters are published by the Law
Society of British Columbia to update BC
lawyers and articled students on policy and
regulatory decisions of the Benchers, on
committee and task force work and on Law
Society programs and activities. BC lawyers
are responsible for reading these publications to ensure they are aware of current
standards, policies and guidelines.

I WOULD LIKE to devote my ﬁnal column as
President to all female legal practitioners. I
preface my remarks by noting that the views
that I express here are not those of the Law
Society, but my own. The views I express are
inﬂuenced by my perspective as a Chinese
Canadian and by my experiences practising
law in large downtown law ﬁrms and large
Vancouver companies ⎯ organizations that
are predominantly male and predominantly white. My insights will not strike you as
particularly profound or earth-shattering,
but I hope they will give you some food for
thought and a basis for reﬂecting on how
you might wish to approach the practice of
law from now on.
First of all, we should remember just
how far women have come in the practice
of law. Less than a century ago in 1908,
the Secretary of the Law Society of British
Columbia, Oscar Bass, wrote to an Ontario
colleague in these terms:

The views of the profession on improvements to the Bulletin are always welcome
— please contact the editor at bdaisley@
lsbc.org. Additional subscriptions to Law
Society newsletters may be ordered at a
cost of $50.00 (plus GST) per year by contacting the subscriptions assistant at communications@lsbc.org. To review current
and archived issues of the Bulletin online,
see “Publications & Forms/Newsletters” at
lawsociety.bc.ca.

fession in British Columbia. The Benchers not yet having had to consider the
application of a modern Blackstone in
petticoats to enter the profession, it
is difﬁcult to say what their feelings
would be or what decision they would
reach.
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women are leaving law. One is that women
leave the practice of law because they want
to have children. Some women have told
me that they did not feel that they could
continue in private practice after having
children because of the lack of support
from the partners in their law ﬁrm for the
decrease in billable hours that is associated
with maternity leave and the demands of
juggling a family with their law practice.
The private practice of law today is
becoming more and more of a business
rather than a profession. Law ﬁrms earn a
proﬁt by urging lawyers to maximize the
number of hours they bill, which essentially makes lawyers slaves to the billable

The reality is that in most law ﬁrms, lawyers take lengthy parental leave at peril
to their standing in the ﬁrm, career adI beg to say that the fair sex have not vancement prospects and retention of
yet threatened to invade the legal pro- existing clients.

What has changed since? A lot in some
ways and not so much in others.
Today, female students make up more
than 50 per cent of Canadian law schools.
Every year, more and more women take
home gold medals. Women manage to get
hired by law ﬁrms just as much as men do.
Yet, there appears to be a much higher attrition rate for women leaving law than
there is for men. Female lawyers in general
still earn less money than their male counterparts, and they are less likely to be in
positions of power and inﬂuence compared
to their male peers. Why is that, and why
should we care?
There is a lot of speculation as to why

hour. To expect a ﬁrm to put the demands
of family obligations above the earning of
proﬁt may be unrealistic and amount to
asking for the impossible.
The challenges that the billable hour
system presents to maintaining work-life
balance do not apply solely to women. In
my experience, law ﬁrms are just as brutal on men whose billings don’t meet the
established billing targets as they are on
women who don’t meet targets for “family” reasons. In short, most law ﬁrms today,
given the high salaries that lawyers command, will not tolerate underperforming
associates, even underperforming partners, regardless of the reasons for that
underperformance.
You may argue that not billing
2,000 hours a year because you want
to spend time with your children is not

PRESIDENT’S VIEW
underperformance. However, from an economic perspective, an hour not billed is
an hour that the other lawyers in the ﬁrm
have to subsidize. That is the brutal truth.
The more enlightened lawyers recognize
that that type of “subsidy” is worthwhile
for societal reasons and are prepared to
accept that as the price they must pay to
keep women and men in the practice of
law. But the less enlightened lawyers say
no accommodation at all should be made
for those who choose to spend less time at
work for “personal” reasons.
The reality is that, in most law ﬁrms,
lawyers take lengthy parental leave at peril
to their standing in the ﬁrm, career advancement prospects and retention of existing
clients. One litigation partner in a large national law ﬁrm discovered just that, upon
her return from maternity leave following
the birth of her second child. While her
partners were seemingly supportive of her
ﬁrst maternity leave, they were distinctly
less so of her second. When she returned
to work, she discovered that many of her
clients had been referred to other lawyers
in the ﬁrm who were determined to hang
onto them. Shortly thereafter, she left the
comfort of the large ﬁrm and started her
own sole practice, working from her home.
She is now blissfully happy and ﬁnancially
sound as a sole practitioner.
Now for some good news. I know of
another partner in a downtown ﬁrm who
voluntarily left the partnership to raise her
children while they were young and then
rejoined her old ﬁrm after her children
were grown, ﬁrst as an associate and then
as a full partner. Similarly, I know of several, although admittedly not many, capable
and competent partners in large law ﬁrms
who are happily practising law and raising
young children at the same time.
This leads me to the ﬁrst truth that
women in law must learn: know yourself, be crystal clear and brutally honest
with yourself about what you value most
in your life and then live your life accordingly. Put another way, if you follow your
passion, the rest may or may not follow,
but at least you won’t be wondering at the
end of your life, “what if I had lived my life
differently?”
There is no question that the practice
of law is demanding, stressful and requires
a huge time commitment. Sometimes, it
is important to have the courage to admit

that to yourself and move on to other pursuits that better suit you and what you
value most in life.
If having children and being a mother
are important to you, then you may not
want to wait until you are fully established
in your legal career before you do so, because by the time you have concluded that
the time is right, it might just be too late.
If a ﬁrm’s maternity leave policy or the
availability of ﬂex-time or part-time work
arrangements is important to you, do the
due diligence before you join the ﬁrm, not
after.
Consider the second truth for women
in the law: do not deﬁne or limit yourself
by others’ stereotypes and perceptions
of what women ought to be. Be strong
enough to resist societal norms or myths
that limit women’s achievements. Not all
women want or are cut out to be mothers
or caregivers. Assertive women are sometimes portrayed and joked about as “ball
busters” or “pseudo-men.” That sometimes

Or we can do the most difﬁcult thing that
there is to do: continue to make our mark
in the established law ﬁrms, stay actively involved in the legal community and
politics, and speak out. By speaking out,
we can help to effect larger, institutional
change for the betterment of all women.
leads us to downplay our abilities and skills
at work, because we want to be popular or
well liked, and we don’t want to be one of
“those” women in law ﬁrms who are denigrated for not having a life or family outside of work. By doing so, we short-change
ourselves because we fail to set our goals
high or bold enough.
When it was suggested to me that I
should consider running for the presidency of the Law Society of BC, I was initially
reluctant to do so. In the entire history of
the Law Society, there had not been one
single person of visible minority who had
served as President. I was also conscious
of the fact that I was not in mainstream
private practice, having moved on to being corporate counsel after seven years
of private practice. I felt that those two
would be deadly strikes against me. Then,
of course there was that third strike ⎯

I was a woman, and there had only ever
been three female Presidents in the 120
plus year history of the Law Society. How
could I possibly win against my older male
Caucasian colleagues?
If I had listened to my own misgivings and foreclosed my own opportunity
to run for the Presidency despite others’
encouragement, I would not be President
today. So, it is important for all of us to
take a chance once in a while and dare to
be bold and risk failure, to spur us on to
greater achievement. I say that because
the ﬁrst time that I ran for the Law Society
presidency, I was unsuccessful and I was
crushed by my failure, but I put my pride
aside and ran again for the position the following year, and lo and behold, I won!
I turn now to the third truth for women in the law: recognize that you cannot ⎯
and should not ⎯ do it alone. The practice
of law is a monolithic institution, and you
cannot change the structure of institutions
overnight. To make any change, you need
support and assistance from many men
and women. Develop allies in and outside
of the law that you can count on to be a
sounding board, a promoter and supporter
of issues that matter to you.
That brings me to the fourth truth for
women in the law. While it’s important to
build a network of contacts in the legal
community, it’s equally important to ﬁnd
fulﬁllment outside of the legal profession. Find other outlets for your creativity,
abilities and energy. Seek out those things
or those people that will add quality, not
simply quantity, to our lives, whether it is
writing a novel, doing pro bono work, volunteering in ways that are meaningful to
us, accompanying our child on a school
ﬁeld trip, or simply ﬁnding time to visit a
sick friend or elderly parent.
The ﬁnal thing that I want to emphasize is that for women who are struggling
to remain in law, we can choose to respond
in various ways to the existence of what is
an apparent glass ceiling in the workplace.
We can sit back and adopt a “victim mentality” and blame the fact that we are born
female for that missed promotion, failure
to make partner or get the corner ofﬁce
or land that lucrative client. We can hide
our identity and pretend that we are exactly the same as any male lawyers and
continued on page 20
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A focus on priorities planning
by Timothy E. McGee

I AM PLEASED to report that the Benchers
have recently made some important changes in the way they will establish strategic
policy priorities and direction for the Law
Society in 2008 and beyond. These changes
will ensure the Benchers can focus on the
most pressing issues facing the regulation
of the profession and will better align the
resources to support that work.
Much is said about the importance
of strategic planning in any organization.
In many respects, the Law Society is in an
enviable position regarding strategy because our mandate is spelled out clearly by
statute. But while the Law Society’s public
interest mandate is clear, what is not always as clear are the top priorities among
a host of strategic policy options.
Beginning early in 2008 and throughout the year, selected Bencher meetings
will be dedicated to establishing strategic

priorities. The Benchers will be using a
“knowledge-based” decision-making process to do this.
With knowledge-based strategic governance, the Benchers will be able to focus
their time and effort on key policy issues,
rather than operational or program details.
This process also ensures that all information necessary for informed decision-making is brought forward and that priorities
are set at the full Bencher level. Once set,
priorities can be communicated clearly to
management and to Bencher committees
and task forces as required.
These governance changes will also
improve the process for utilizing the knowledge and insight that is made available to
the Benchers through the structure of policy-based committees and task forces.
While each of the regulatory committees such as the Discipline Committee and

Law Society wins two international awards
for communications excellence
The Law Society’s Communications Department has earned two distinguished
MarCom Awards: “Gold” for the redesigned Benchers’ Bulletin and “Platinum” for the
2006 Annual Report, Building for the Future.
MarCom’s Gold Award is presented to entries judged to exceed the high standards of
the industry. Platinum is reserved for entries judged to be among the most outstanding in the competition, demonstrating excellence in creativity, resourcefulness and
overall quality.
Judged by a panel of industry professionals, the MarCom Awards recognize excellence
in the concept, writing and design of communication programs and print, visual and
audio materials. There were over 5,000 entries from throughout the United States
and several other countries in the 2007 competition.
The MarCom Awards are administered and judged by the Association of Marketing
and Communication Professionals, an international organization with several thousand members. The Association oversees awards and recognition programs, provides
judges and sets industry standards.
4
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the Credentials Committee will remain unchanged, policy-based committees will be
revamped. There will be standing advisory
bodies dealing with issues such as access
to justice, equity and diversity, legal education and independence and self-governance to ensure the Law Society is kept up
to date with any developments in these
areas. But rather than create additional
policy-based committees, the Benchers

With knowledge-based strategic governance, the Benchers will be able to focus
their time and effort on key policy issues,
rather than operational or program details. This process also ensures that all
information necessary for informed decision-making is brought forward and that
priorities are set at the full Bencher level.
will make greater use of ad hoc task forces
that will be created in response to speciﬁc
issues arising from the strategic priorities.
These will beneﬁt from being focused on a
critical issue and from having access to the
knowledge of lawyers and non-lawyers as
the issue requires.
The cycle of Bencher meetings will also
be changed so that discussions about strategy and planning occur early in the year. In
the middle of the year, the Benchers will focus on implementing their policy decisions
and preparing their practice fee recommendation. The ﬁnal meetings of the year will
be devoted to evaluating the Law Society’s
operational performance against its objectives and preparing for the next year.
These process changes at the Bencher,
committee and staff level represent current best practices in governance. As CEO,
I am conﬁdent the Law Society will beneﬁt
greatly from these changes in the months
and years ahead.Y

NEW S

November 15 Bencher election results
THE 2008-2009 BENCHER election results
are in: three Benchers were elected (one by
acclamation) and 19 were re-elected (seven
by acclamation).
Members had previously elected the
following Benchers as President, First VicePresident and Second Vice-President, respectively, for 2008:
• John J.L. Hunter, QC (President and
Bencher for Vancouver)
• Gordon Turriff, QC (First Vice-President and Bencher for Vancouver)

• G. Glen Ridgway, QC (Second VicePresident and Bencher for Nanaimo)
Hunter, Turriff and Ridgway continue as
Benchers for their respective districts by
virtue of their executive ofﬁce.
President Anna Fung, QC congratulated the elected and re-elected Benchers, and
thanked all those who stood for election.
Fung also acknowledged the dedication of
three Benchers who will be stepping down
at the end of this year. “I want to recognize
the tremendous service of Dirk Sigalet, QC

Your new Benchers

Robert C. Brun, QC

as Bencher for Okanagan District for the
past four years, who has declined to stand
for re-election,” Fung said. “As well, I want
to pay tribute to Ian Donaldson, QC and
Lay Bencher June Preston — who become
Life Benchers in 2008 — for their many
years of dedicated and effective Bencher
service.”
For full election results, go to About
the Law Society/Benchers/Elections on the
Law Society website.Y

Benchers elected on November 15 for the
2008-2009 term
District No. 1 Vancouver

District No. 7 Cariboo

Rita C. Andreone
Joost Blom, QC
Robert C. Brun, QC
Leon Getz, QC
Gavin Hume, QC
Terence E. La Liberté, QC
David Mossop, QC
Thelma O’Grady
Art Vertlieb, QC
James D. Vilvang, QC
David A. Zacks, QC

William F.M. Jackson
Ronald S. Tindale
District No. 8 Prince Rupert
Robert D. Punnett
District No. 9 Kamloops
Kenneth M. Walker

District No. 2 Victoria
Kathryn Berge, QC
Richard N. Stewart
David Mossop, QC
District No. 4 Westminster
Carol W. Hickman
Jan L. Lindsay
David M. Renwick, QC
District No. 5 Kootenay
Bruce A. LeRose, QC
District No. 6 Okanagan
Marguerite (Meg) Shaw, QC

Marguerite (Meg) Shaw , QC

DECEMBER 2007 • BENCHERS’ BULLETIN
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Continuing professional development program
moves forward
THE BENCHERS HAVE approved the framework for a new Continuing Professional
Development program that endorses a wide
range of learning opportunities.
“One of our goals is to ensure lawyers
can meet the requirements of the new
program through a variety of educational
opportunities,” said Lawyer Education
Committee chair Bruce LeRose, QC. “When
the program starts in 2009 we want lawyers to be able to select the type of learning
that suits them and their practices best.”
The committee’s recommendations
go far beyond conventional, classroombased courses and endorse non-traditional
educational programs such as CBA section
meetings, teaching, in-house seminars, online courses and writing.
“We want to encourage not just education, but also engagement in learning,”
said LeRose of Thompson, LeRose & Brown
in Trail. “The practice of law requires interaction with other lawyers and discussion of

ideas. We want this to become part of our
learning culture.”
Implementation of a continuing professional development program recognizes
that the Legal Profession Act requires the
Law Society to establish educational standards for lawyers as part of its duty to protect the public interest.
Law Society statistics also suggest
that many lawyers are neglecting their
professional development obligations.
Since 2005, when mandatory reporting of
professional development was introduced,
almost one-third of the profession has reported no formal course study and nearly
one-ﬁfth have reported no self-study. In
addition, the number of lawyers reporting no professional development increases
with age.
In December 2006, the Benchers
agreed in principle that there was a need
for a continuing professional development program and established the Lawyer

Education Committee to develop the concept.
Throughout 2007, the committee met
with a number of law-related groups, including the BC Branch of the Canadian Bar
Association, the Trial Lawyers Association,
the Continuing Legal Education Society
and the Canadian Corporate Counsel Association, to discuss the proposal.
The program approved by the Benchers
will require all practising lawyers — both
full-time and part-time — to complete
not fewer than 12 hours a year of continuing professional development in approved
educational activities. Not less than two of
the 12 hours must pertain to any combination of professional responsibility and ethics, client care and relations, and practice
management.
Lawyers will be required to report
professional development activities annually, although it has not yet been determined whether to use existing forms or a

Continuing professional development program – approved activities
The Benchers have already approved a
wide variety of education activities for
the Continuing Professional Development
Program:
• attendance in person, as well as online or by telephone, provided there
is an opportunity to ask questions,
at courses offered by the Continuing Legal Education Society of BC,
the Trial Lawyers’ Association of BC,
the Canadian Corporate Counsel Association, the Canadian Bar Association, the Federation of Law Societies
of Canada, the Law Society of BC or
a Canadian law school;
• attendance in person, as well as online or by telephone, provided there

6
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•

•

•

is an opportunity to ask questions, at
Law Society-approved, law-related
courses offered by other organizations;
video repeats of an approved course
provided it is done with one or more
other lawyers so there is an opportunity for discussion;
completion of an online self-study
course offered by a provider approved by the Law Society, provided
that a testing component is included
in the course;
teaching a law-related course (one
hour of teaching will equal three
hours of reporting credits to take
into account preparation time);

• attending CBA section meetings or
•

•

•

education-related activities offered
by a local or county Bar association;
participation in (including teaching
at) an education program offered by
a lawyer’s ﬁrm or employer provided
the program is offered in a group
setting;
participation in a study group of two
or more people provided the group’s
study focuses on law related activities. Guidelines for study groups are
still being developed;
writing law books or articles relating
to the study or practice of law for
publication.

NEW S
new reporting mechanism.
“We want to make it as easy as possible for all lawyers, regardless of where they
practise and what stage of their careers
they’re at to ﬁnd educational opportunities,” LeRose explained. “Lawyers are the
last profession to adopt mandatory professional education and it’s time we started
demonstrating that we take the issue seriously.”
The committee will make a ﬁnal report
to the Benchers by July 2008 and the program is scheduled to start January 1, 2009.
Detailed information will be available
before the program begins.Y
The Lawyer Education Committee’s report is now on the Law Society’s website.
The Law Society welcomes comments and
questions from the profession. Send them
to Alan Treleaven, Director, Education and
Practice at atreleaven@lsbc.org.

Continuing Legal Education Society targets
accessibility
THE CONTINUING LEGAL Education Society of BC is focused on improving the online
and ﬁnancial accessibility of its services as it
prepares for 2008 and beyond.
“We plan to offer many of our courses
online,” CLEBC board chair Tom Fellhauer
told the Benchers at their November meeting. “That means BC lawyers will have 24/7
internet access to many of our practice
manuals, live online courses and archived
webcasts of many of our courses, and case
digests updated weekly.”
CLEBC has launched a bursary program designed to ensure that every lawyer who wants to attend a course will be
able to do so. “A 50 per cent discount on
the cost of most courses — including live
webcast and video repeats — is available to
lawyers who state they would not be able
to attend without ﬁnancial assistance,”
said Fellhauer. “They can make that statement by completing an application form.”
“There is no maximum income threshold, and additional assistance is available
upon request. Our goal is to establish a

level playing ﬁeld for BC lawyers to access
CLEBC’s products and services, regardless
of location or ﬁnancial circumstances.”
Although CLEBC has been a non-proﬁt
society since inception, Fellhauer pointed
out that it funds its operations entirely
from revenues generated by its courses,
materials, publications and services. “Of
necessity, we are highly responsive to
changes in demand for our products and
services.”
He also noted the increasing attention paid to ethics and practice management issues in CLEBC’s courses. “Ethics
and practice management points are being
embedded in all our new courses as they’re
coming on stream,” Fellhauer said. “We’ve
asked our instructors to note the number
of hours their courses devote to topics
raising ethical and practice management
issues — making it easy for attendees to
track that content.”
According to Jack Huberman, QC
— CLEBC’s executive director since the
organization began operating in 1979 —

ﬁnding creative new ways to enhance its
offerings to lawyers goes to the heart of the
organization’s purpose. “Our job is simply
to provide lawyers with the resources they
need to provide the best possible service to
their clients.”
One such resource will be CLEBC’s new
online forms and precedents bank that is
currently under development. “This will be
an ideal tool for the new lawyer or general
practitioner,” Huberman said. “A collection
of more than 1,000 forms and precedents
prepared by leading practitioners, the online forms and precedents bank will be
made up of fully editable and ready-to-use
documents.”
Fellhauer stressed the importance of
the contributions made by CLEBC’s dedicated volunteer instructors and authors
over the years.
“Our current roster of volunteers runs
to about 1200 lawyers and judges,” he said.
“Our volunteers make CLEBC work.”
“Without them, we couldn’t do what
we do.”Y
DECEMBER 2007 • BENCHERS’ BULLETIN
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John Hunter, QC – A “lawyer’s lawyer”
by Jane Mundy

JOHN HUNTER, QC, the Law Society’s 2008
president, is walking to his desk at Hunter
Litigation Chambers in Vancouver when he
spots a garish witch sitting in one of the
ofﬁces. It’s not what you would expect of
a lawyer whose clients include business
leaders and governments, who likes French
wine and chamber music, and who regularly
appears in the Supreme Court of Canada.
But it’s Halloween and Hunter’s legal assistant, Shannon Rasmussen, is dressed as
the evil fairy from Sleeping Beauty. “Hmm,
we’ve got to do something about the dress
code around here,” Hunter says with a faint
smile.
Friends, family and co-workers agree:
John Hunter is a lawyer’s lawyer. He is also
the “ideal family man” and a “true friend.”
“Some lawyers will tell you exactly
how they want you to do things, but John is
very approachable,” says Rasmussen. “Everybody gets stressed out, but with John it
only shows in the corners of his eyes — he
is less stressed than others.”
Hunter’s ofﬁce is decorated with several exceptional carvings, and he becomes
animated when talking about First Nations
art. “Here is a Dzunukwa — Wild Woman
of the Woods — mask. My wife refuses to
have it in the house and it scared some
assistants in the ofﬁce, so here she stays,”
says Hunter, who developed his interest in
First Nations art through 20 years of Aboriginal litigation. “I don’t know what my
clients think when they come in and see
all these masks, but I love them. They are
fascinating.”
Hunter’s life has been equally interesting, and busy, too. After studying political science at Yale, followed by a year
in international relations at the London
School of Economics, he took his law degree at the University of Toronto. He has
practised civil litigation and administrative
law in Vancouver for 30 years. On top of
his heavy caseload, he has taught advocacy at UBC law school, spoken at countless
conferences and written numerous papers.
By all accounts, he remains fully occupied
with his work, which makes many people
8
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wonder how he will ﬁnd time to be president of the Law Society.
Hunter says he’ll have to become a
juggler. “When I became a Bencher, I wanted to do something for the profession, and
I have great colleagues who have cut me
some slack in terms of time at the ofﬁce.”
“John enjoys being busy, whether it is
the Law Society or his practice, and he is always called upon to talk at various events,
from law school to continuing legal education courses,” says Rebecca Hunter, Director of Citizenship, Immigration and Public
Safety at the Department of Justice and
John’s wife of 31 years. She and John were
classmates in law school, and she herself
is a busy lawyer. Years ago, she says, her
husband’s spare time was devoted to the
kids’ activities and weekends were usually built around soccer games and other
family activities. And he made a point of
instilling in his children a moral code that
he lives by: “He has an absolute determination to make sure the right thing is done
in any circumstance, and you don’t try to
get away with anything less — how being
honest and forthright and responding to
situations in an ethical way is most important,” Rebecca explains.
The couple’s daughter, Claire, is in
New York practising law, another daughter is in the arts in England, and their son
is working at the Pan Paciﬁc Hotel here in
Vancouver “to get work experience and
think about what he wants to do when he
goes back to school.”
“Growing up I heard stories about my
dad’s cases, and I was always interested,”
says Claire. “My dad has a great respect for
the rule of law, and I think that is a value
he imparted to us, part of the reason I became a lawyer.” She adds that even though
her dad was busy, he came home for dinner
most nights and coached her softball team
in elementary school. “He made an effort
to be involved in our activities — he was
there for us.”
Although his children are now out of
the house, John continues to have a rich
family life, whether it means taking his son

to a World Cup soccer game in Germany,
attending a chamber music concert with his
wife (Rebecca is a director of the Friends of
Chamber Music Society), or travelling with
family to a Seahawks game in Seattle.
Other interests include music, theatre
and art. John speaks enthusiastically about
chamber music: “There is an individuality
of the players, and when they play as a
group, they are having a musical conversation. But the whole needs to be more than
the sum of its parts. There is an analogy to
all sorts of work — a small group operates
as a team but each person has to pull their
own weight. In our ﬁrm, it also works that
way — everyone does their part, but we
work together.”
John also enjoys good theatre and
plans trips around new productions. A few
years ago, he and his wife travelled to London speciﬁcally to see a new Tom Stoppard
trilogy. “He does research and reads a lot
of reviews beforehand,” Rebecca says. “He
is careful and wants to be well informed.
Generally, we both like to know what we
are getting into and plan ahead of time.”
A new activity for John in recent years
is power boating. This interest came naturally because John’s parents had a power
boat in Ontario when he was growing up.
“Each year since coming out to British
Columbia, I would look outside my ofﬁce window at all the boats in English Bay
and think, ‘One of these days….’ Finally, a
couple of years ago, I decided it was time
to attend the Power Squadron course and
buy a boat. I haven’t gone out as much as
I would like to, but hopefully my time will
free up in the next few years.”
Unless John juggles his numerous responsibilities successfully, the boat may be
anchored for much of next year and the following year because when his presidency is
over, he’s hoping to take a long-delayed
holiday in Australia.
Partner Peter Voith, QC likely won’t
mind, knowing how much work John has
put into the ﬁrm. They’ve known each
continued on page 20
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Lawyer’s lawyer: the deﬁnition
“We once talked about a lawyer’s most
valuable characteristic,” explains John
Hunter’s partner Peter Voith, at Hunter
Litigation Chambers. “John said ‘judgment’ and that deﬁnes him. He is supremely reasonable and he is a wonderful
advocate — his advocacy skills and ability
to persuade are strong; he is very concise. Judges pick up their pencils when he
speaks.”
“John is extremely intelligent and tenacious, but very principled and extremely
eloquent on his feet in court,” says lawyer
Tobin Robbins, of Heenan Blaikie.
The Globe and Mail’s Jeffrey Simpson
recalls that “A deputy attorney general

once described John as ‘straight-laced
in the best way, not about to get blown
off stride easily and not going to play to
the gallery.’ He isn’t wildly outside the
mainstream — purposeful, reasonable and
researched, but no iconoclast. He would
be a great teacher at a law school. Frankly,
I thought he would be a fantastic judge
[and] with his capacity for legal reasoning, well-suited to a court of appeal. He
has an extremely logical mind. It marches
from point to point. He has a considerable
reasoning capability and he loves the law
— it ﬁts his whole mental makeup.”
Rebecca Hunter describes her husband as
an intellectual who thinks through issues.
“He’s an independent thinker, not easily

swayed by rhetoric. He is very modest
— you wouldn’t know his accomplishments from him.”
“He is a true advocate in the sense that
his love is to present the most persuasive
arguments on behalf of his clients,” says
outgoing president of the Law Society,
Anna Fung, QC. “He is careful, thoughtful
and is considered in his arguments and
reasoning. He has a deep love for the law.
He is the type of lawyer that other lawyers would hire in order to represent them
in important appellate cases. I have no
doubt that John Hunter will make a great
president in terms of leading the society
— I am leaving it in good hands.”
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Forum reminds legal community, public
to safeguard the rule of law
OVER 300 PEOPLE attended the Law
Society’s third public forum, Lawyers Without Rights, on Thursday, November 22 at
Simon Fraser University, Harbour Centre, in
downtown Vancouver.
The free public forum, presented by the
Law Society in partnership with the Friends
of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust
Studies and the Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre, examined what happened to
German-Jewish lawyers in Nazi Germany,
what is happening around the world today
in places where individual rights and freedoms are threatened by political interference and why it is important for Canadians

to protect legal independence.
“The rule of law is the cornerstone of
any democratic nation,” said Law Society
president Anna Fung, QC, in her opening
remarks. “But we must not forget that
freedom is fragile. Tonight we will remember what happened in Germany when lawyers, judges and citizens failed to stand up
and protect the sanctity of the courts and
legal profession.”
Fung also noted that our history as
Canadians includes a shameful history of
discrimination, intolerance and political
interference that runs counter to basic
individual rights and freedoms. She noted

The Lawyers Without Rights exhibit opened at the University of Victoria on November 28
and ran through to December 9, with a public roundtable discussion on November 29.
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that Chinese Canadians and Aboriginal
people were excluded from practising law
in British Columbia until the middle of the
20th century.
CBC reporter Duncan McCue, who
moderated the forum, echoed Fung’s comments, noting how Canadian law was used
to prevent Aboriginal people from accessing lawyers and pursuing Aboriginal rights
and title. In the 1920s First Nations Chiefs
wanted to hire lawyers to go to court and
get the land question resolved, he said. The
government responded by amending the
Indian Act to make it illegal for Chiefs to
use band funds to hire a lawyer, or to raise
funds to hire a lawyer. “Those laws were
on the books until 1951, and it’s no question that their effects resonate here today
in BC.”
Leo Adler, director of national affairs
for Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for
Holocaust Studies and a Toronto criminal
lawyer, described how the demise of the
rule of law, including the passing of a series
of laws to prevent thousands of GermanJewish lawyers from practising, set the
stage for the Holocaust. “It started with
the lawyers and the laws that allowed the
Holocaust to occur.”
Dr. Norbert Westenberger, vice-president of the German Federal Bar since 1995
and Joel Levi, founder of Lawyers Without
Rights and the 2007 Israel Bar Association distinguished lawyer of the year, offered powerful insight on the experience of
thousands of German-Jewish lawyers who

NEW S
lost their profession, and for many, their
lives.
Westenberger and Levi echoed Adler’s
commentary on how the Holocaust occurred within a legal framework designed
in the image of a dictator. “Immediately
after the Nazis came to power they dissolved all democratic rules and imposed
their own rules of dictatorship,” said Westenberger. “The Holocaust was not a lawless
barbarism; on the contrary it was a ‘lawful’
barbarism.”
Professor Stephen Toope, president
and vice-chancellor of the University of
British Columbia, picked up on comments
made earlier in the evening by Fung and
McCue about the alarming attack on the
rule of law unfolding in Pakistan. “What
can we make of a country in which the law
and all of its representatives can be deﬁed,
jailed, and tortured in some cases? When
the legal profession is put under threat, society as a whole is threatened too.”
Toope said that attacks on the rule of
law are not historical problems; they are
happening around the world today, noting the demise of legal independence in
Zimbabwe, and human rights abuses in
countries such as Russia, China, India and
Sri Lanka. “In democratic societies like our
own, with a long tradition of laws that protect our rights and freedoms, it becomes
only too easy to take the rule of law for
granted. But we are reminded daily by current events that we ignore the laws’ wellbeing at our peril.”
Since its inception, the Lawyers Without Rights exhibit has been presented
around Europe, Israel, the US and more recently Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. The
BC leg of Lawyers Without Rights featured a
three-week exhibit at SFU Harbour Centre
(November 1 to 25) and a two-week exhibit
at the University of Victoria (November 28
to December 9) with a round-table discussion on November 29.
“As lawyers, we are entrusted with protecting individual rights,” said Fung. “But it
is the responsibility of all citizens to protect the legal foundation that supports our
rights and freedoms as Canadians.”Y

Top photo, left to right, moderator Duncan
McCue and panellists Prof. Stephen Toope,
Joel Levi, Dr. Norbert Westenberger and Leo
Adler; above: Dr. Westenberger, Law Society
CEO Tim McGee and Vancouver Bencher Art
Vertlieb, QC; left: a member of the audience; below: the Y’teev ensemble provided
the music at the reception following the
forum.

The Law Society would like to acknowledge
and thank CBC, the Law Foundation of BC
and the Vancouver Bar Association for their
generous support of the Lawyers Without
Rights exhibit and public forum.
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Law Society program update
The Law Society operates more than 20 programs, grouped into six operational areas: Credentials and
Education, Insurance, Policy and Legal Services, Professional Regulation, Executive Support and Corporate
Services.
Throughout the year, department heads provide reports to the Benchers outlining program goals and
key performance measures. In November, the Benchers heard from the Admission program. Below is a
summary of the report.

Admission program
“THE PROFESSIONAL LEGAL Training
Course’s key asset is its faculty,” the Law
Society’s Director of Education and Practice,
Alan Treleaven told the Benchers at their
November meeting.

Lynn Burns, deputy director of PLTC
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“One of the huge strengths of the PLTC
program is that we have full-time teachers
— some Law Society staff, some contractors — in the classroom and we are able to
offer a strong program and give students
personal support.”
The goal of the Admission Program,
which consists of articling and PLTC, is that
successful applicants for call and admission
demonstrate entry level competence.
“We prepare students to recognize
and deal with ethical and practice management issues and we ensure they understand current practice and procedure,”
explained Lynn Burns, Deputy Director of
PLTC. “Students are expected to learn the
law in law school, so we focus on improving their skills.”
Students are assessed with four skills
assessments and two practice and procedure examinations — one on solicitor’s
topics and the other on barrister’s topics.
The current initial pass rate on the
examinations and assessments is between
80-90 per cent. Students who fail one or
two exams or skills assessments are permitted to rewrite, while those who fail
three or more must get the permission of
the Credentials Committee. The ultimate
pass rate is approximately 99 per cent.
“Entry standards for Canadian law
schools are very high and foreign-trained
lawyers must write exams set by the National Committee on Accreditation before
articling, so you would expect that most, if
not all, students would be successful in the
course,” Burns said.
She also said that while there is no
clear statistical correlation between PLTC
failure and course selection in law school,

there is anecdotal evidence suggesting
that students should opt for a wide range
of mainstream courses.
“Some students, in spite of a specialized selection of courses at law school, do
very well in the course if they are academically strong. However, when we see failed
students it is not unusual to look at their
transcripts and see that they took a very
narrow range of specialized courses. And, if
they are also not strong students, they do
struggle.”
The 10-week course, which began
as a pilot program in 1983 and was fully
operational in 1984, is held on the Law
Society premises in Vancouver three times
a year starting in February, May and September. There are ﬁve or six classes in each
session with 18-22 students. Another session is held at the University of Victoria
each May with two classes of 20-24 students each.
Burns explained that the May sessions
are the most popular. Local graduates who
are moving to another community to article want to ﬁnish PLTC before relocating.
Large ﬁrms with summer students prefer
their articled students to return to the ﬁrm
after PLTC in the fall, when the summer
students are gone and the ﬁrm is busy.
The booming BC economy and demand for lawyers is putting pressure on
the PLTC program. Four years ago, just over
300 students were enrolled while 2007
saw 366 students. Program staff are receiving input and exploring options to ensure all students ﬁnd a place at PLTC during
their articling year, with their ﬁrst or second choice of session.Y
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In Brief
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT

The Law Society and the Professional Employees Association (the certiﬁed bargaining agent for the society’s staff lawyers)
have now reached a collective agreement.
While this represents a change in our operations at the Law Society, it will not
hamper our effectiveness as the regulator
of the legal profession.
ABORIGINAL LAW STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
TRUST

The Canadian Bar Association, BC Branch,
has established two annual scholarships for

Aboriginal persons to attend law school at
the University of British Columbia and the
University of Victoria. Under an agreement
with the National Aboriginal Achievement
Foundation, CBA has committed to raise
a minimum of $500,000 to endow the
CBABC Aboriginal Law Scholarship Trust.
The Law Foundation has committed to
match funds raised by CBA to a maximum
of $75,000. Visit cba.org/bc for more information and to make a donation.
APPOINTMENTS TO OUTSIDE BODIES

Continuing Legal Education Society: The
president has reappointed Victoria Bencher

Richard Stewart to the CLE board of directors for a three-year term, or until he is no
longer a Bencher, whichever comes ﬁrst.
Law Foundation: The Executive Committee has appointed Kelle Maage, His
Honor Judge Dennis Schmidt and Nancy
Merrill to the foundation’s board of governors for three-year terms commencing
January 1, 2008.
Provincial Judicial Council: Diane
Turner has been reappointed as the president’s nominee to the council for a further one-year term commencing January
1, 2008.Y

FROM WALLY OPPAL, QC, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF BC

Small claims pilot project
IN NOVEMBER 2007, the BC cabinet approved amendments to the small claims
rules, launching the small claims court pilot project. The pilot project was developed
jointly by the BC Provincial Court, BC Dispute Resolution Practicum Society and the
Ministry of Attorney General as part of the
provincial government’s justice reform initiative. The pilot is based on the understanding that the justice system should invest in
solutions that are proportionate to the legal
problem with, for example, the least complex matters being addressed most quickly.
All cases ﬁled in the Robson Square
registry after November 26, 2007 will follow four streams:
1. Thirty-minute summary trials before
a judge for all ﬁnancial debt claims up
to $25,000 (for example, credit card
debt, loans or overdrafts).
The parties must ﬁle and serve on the
other parties any contracts, statements of account, proofs of payment
or other documents on which they
rely. (Rule 9.2)
2. One-hour simpliﬁed trials before a
legally trained justice of the peace
for claims under $5,000 (except for

ﬁnancial debt under Rule 9.2 and
personal injury claims).

mediations under the court mediation
program have been high. (Rule 7.4)

The parties are required to ﬁle and
serve on the other parties a trial statement and summary of facts, a calculation of the amount claimed, copies
of relevant documents and a list of
witnesses they intend to call, including a brief summary of the witnesses’
anticipated testimony.

4. Thirty-minute trial conferences before a judge for claims not settled in
mediation, followed, if necessary, by a
trial.

Simpliﬁed trials will be heard during night court at Robson Square.
Simpliﬁed trials will also be heard in
Richmond, but those hearings will be
held during the day. (Rule 9.1)
3. Two-hour mediation sessions for
claims over $5,000 and up to $25,000
(except for ﬁnancial debt claims under Rule 9.2) and for personal injury
claims of any amount.
Mediators will be assigned by the BC
Dispute Resolution Practicum Society,
at no cost to the parties. This aspect
of the pilot project builds on the court
mediation program at Robson Square
(and four other registries). Settlement
rates and party satisfaction rates with

The parties will be required to ﬁle and
serve on the other parties the same
documents as in a simpliﬁed trial. At
the trial conference, the judge will determine the amount of time required
for the trial and make orders for the effective hearing of the claim. The judge
may also decide issues that do not
require evidence, dismiss claims that
are without reasonable grounds or an
abuse of the court’s process, or give a
non-binding opinion on the probable
outcome of the trial. If the claim is not
resolved at the trial conference, it will
be scheduled for trial. (Rule 7.5)
More information about the pilot project is
available at www.gov.bc.ca/ag (type “small
claims pilot project” in the search bar). We
will be evaluating the pilot to determine if
these reforms should be expanded to other
registries.Y
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Federation of Law Societies consults on
draft Model Code of Conduct

THE FEDERATION OF Law Societies has
asked the law societies across the country
for feedback on a draft code prepared by the
federation’s Committee on the Model Code
of Professional Conduct, and the Law Society expects to do that before the end of the
year.
Bencher David Zacks, QC and staff

lawyer Jack Olsen represent the society on
the committee — which has been working since 2005 on a template for codes
of professional conduct for Canadian law
societies.
“There is no expectation that all law
societies would have an identical code of
conduct,” Zacks says. “But societies across
the country have recognized that with
increasing mobility of lawyers between
jurisdictions, there would be an advantage
to having many common rules of conduct.”
“There is a general recognition that
it would be particularly advantageous to
have common — or at least similar — conﬂict of interest rules, since the determination of conﬂicts is the most visible area
where jurisdictional differences affect both
lawyers and clients.”
The draft code is laid out in a series of

rules and accompanying commentaries,
unlike the chapter format of our current
Professional Conduct Handbook. The commentaries are intended to go beyond the
rules, providing lawyers with additional
guidance that remains subject to their
judgment.
After it has received comments on the
draft from the law societies, the federation
will ﬁnalize and circulate its Model Code of
Professional Conduct. Canada’s law societies will then be asked, ﬁrst, to approve that
code as the federation’s Model Code, and
second, to adopt as many as possible of
its provisions in their own codes of professional conduct.
Member input will be solicited before
the Law Society considers whether it should
implement all or a part of the Model Code
of Professional Conduct in place of the current Professional Conduct Handbook.Y

Competition Bureau issues report on
self-regulating professions
THE COMPETITION BUREAU has issued a
report urging Canada’s self-regulating professions to re-examine their rules to ensure
they serve the public good and do not go
too far in restricting competition.
“The right to self-regulate brings with
it the responsibility for regulators to consider the greater good in all that they do,
including competition,” the report says.
The report focuses on ﬁve professions
— accountants, lawyers, optometrists,
pharmacists and real estate agents — but
urges all self-regulating professions to consider the principles outlined in the study.
The bureau identiﬁed several potentially restrictive practices and examined
them in the context of each profession to
determine whether there were opportunities for improving necessary regulations
and eliminating unnecessary ones.
14
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Included in the study are entrance
requirements, mobility, scope of practice,
advertising, pricing and compensation and
business structure.
While the Competition Bureau acknowledges that regulation plays a legitimate role in protecting consumers and
meeting public policy goals, it says some
regulations appear unnecessary and that
removing them could beneﬁt consumers
and the Canadian economy.
For example, the bureau urges professions to remove restrictions on comparative advertising to assist consumers
to make more informed choices between
service providers. It also suggests professions not set fees their members charge
clients.
Recommendations speciﬁc to the legal profession include full implementation

of the National Mobility Agreement by
the territorial law societies and Quebec.
The bureau also recommends that law societies review their articling requirements
to ensure the duration of their admission
programs is the minimum necessary to ensure newly called lawyers are competent
to practise law. Another recommendation
is that law societies consider removing
the maximum percentage on contingency
fees and leave the fee structure to market
forces.
The Competition Bureau has asked
self-regulating professions across Canada
to consider its recommendations over the
next two years.
Full text of the report is available at
competitionbureau.gc.ca.Y
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Title Insurance Task Force recommendations
approved
AT THEIR NOVEMBER meeting, the Benchers approved all six recommendations made
by the Title Insurance Task Force, as set out
in the report presented by task force chair
Ralston Alexander, QC:

their recurrence.
6. The Law Society should include in
the Professional Conduct Handbook
a requirement that a lawyer witnessing the signature of an unrepresented
mortgagor must sign and provide
to the mortgagor a certiﬁcate stating that the lawyer has advised the
mortgagor that he or she may obtain
independent legal advice.

1. The Law Society should rigorously
investigate through its established
processes issues of unauthorized practice or professional misconduct that
may arise out of “document preparation.”
“The unanimous view of the task force is
2. The Law Society should investigate the that title insurance is not a positive force in
extent to which title insurance compa- a Torrens system of land title registration,”
nies or their service providers make the Alexander said. “While the issue of title
services of a lawyer available for a fee, fraud has been much in the public eye in
contrary to the Legal Profession Act, recent years, the task force considers that
and where necessary, should act on the the publicity and attention has been out
result of that investigation.
of proportion with the true extent of the
3. The Law Society should examine, in problem in BC.”
concert with the Land Title and Survey Authority, if there is any additional
regulation that can be undertaken by
the Law Society to protect against
any inappropriate ﬁling practices of
title insurance companies and/or their
service providers. Signiﬁcant negative
consequences to the integrity of the
land title system can follow from the
manner in which title insurance companies provide document preparation
services to the ﬁnancial institutions.
4. The Law Society should, acting in the
public interest, undertake an education program directed at educating
the public about the value added by a
lawyer’s participation in the mortgaging process, and directed at broadening
both lawyer and public awareness of
the Western Law Societies Conveyancing Protocol.
5. The Law Society should, to the extent
it has not already done so, encourage
the government to investigate the circumstances of the appointment of unqualiﬁed persons as commissioners for
the purpose of witnessing mortgage
documents to determine how they
were made, to identify improprieties in
the process and steps taken to prevent

“According to the Land Title and Survey Authority, the Land Title Assurance
Fund has had only two claims related to fee
simple property fraud in the past 17 years,
despite processing approximately 13.5 million transactions in the same period.”
The Benchers established the Title Insurance Task Force following the Law Society’s 2005 Annual General Meeting, where
member resolutions bearing on the title
insurance industry were passed.
The task force’s mandate was to investigate the practices of title insurance
companies, their afﬁliates and associated
entities in BC, particularly in preparation,
execution and registration of mortgages
and discharges of mortgages, and then to
report back to the Benchers with policy
recommendations.Y

Recent amendments to the Rules
and Handbook
NOTIFICATION OF SUSPENSION

LAW SOCIETY RULE 4-37 has been amended to require suspended lawyers to disclose
the fact of their suspension, its duration
and their resulting unavailability to clients
who would reasonably expect the lawyer
to attend to their affairs during the period
of suspension, or to current and prospective
clients who enquire about the availability
of suspended lawyers’ services during their
suspension.
Rule 4-37(3) also directs a suspended
lawyer to inform current and prospective
clients of the arrangements put in place to
protect clients’ interests during the time
the lawyer will not be practising.

THE LAWYER AS ADVOCATE AND JUDICIAL
INTERIM RELEASE

The Benchers have amended Chapter 8,
Rule 19 of the Professional Conduct Handbook to clarify the restrictions on a lawyer’s
involvement in the securing of an accused’s
judicial interim release. Rule 19 provides
that a lawyer “must not act as surety for,
deposit the lawyer’s own money or other
security for or act in a supervisory capacity
to an accused person for whom the lawyer
acts.”
A new footnote to Rule 19 conﬁrms
that the rule does not apply when the accused and the lawyer are in a family relationship and a partner or associate of the
lawyer represents the accused.Y
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Marla Gilsig (left) and Sarah Khan, at the ofﬁce of
the BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre.
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Advocating for equal opportunities
SARAH KHAN, STAFF counsel with BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre, may be legally
blind, but you would never know that unless
she told you.
“I really don’t spend much time thinking about my vision,” Khan said in a recent
telephone interview, an hour before ﬂying
to London to meet three of her Scottish
aunts for an eightieth birthday celebration.
“Technology has made it easy to enlarge
the font size on documents now. At midnight last night, I was able to download
and print parts of a map of the London
Underground, after blowing it up to 200
per cent.”
Born in Vancouver, Khan spent six of
her school years in Indonesia with her parents — her engineer father was working
there on several irrigation projects — before returning to Burnaby to ﬁnish high
school. “The years in Indonesia were wonderful,” she reﬂected. “I also saw a lot of
inequality, and was interested in ﬁnding
out why some people have so much and
others have so little. And of course, the
same questions apply in Canada.”
Khan’s own family personiﬁes diversity: her father is Pakistani and her mother
is Scottish. “In Indonesia, people often
thought I was Dutch, which was not a
positive association in their post-colonial
society,” Khan said. “I became very conscious of the effects of colonialism and the
need for equality.”
Khan’s experiences in the Burnaby
school system, in Asian Studies at SFU and
UBC, and at the University of Victoria law
school were very positive, as she received
the support and accommodation she
needed.
“At UBC, Crane Library and the Disability Resource Centre gave me access to
larger print exams,” recalled Khan. “At UVic
law school, Professor Heather Raven made
sure I had the accommodation I needed. I
participated in the co-op program, through
which I met some ﬁne lawyers, including
Jeff Hoskins (General Counsel and Director of Policy and Legal Services) at the Law

Society, where I spent a great summer as a
co-op intern.
“I articled with Ratcliff and Company
— a North Vancouver ﬁrm specializing in
First Nations law — where I received a solid
grounding in administrative law and litigation, preparing me well for the public interest litigation and advocacy work I have
been doing with BC PIAC since 2000.”
On behalf of a coalition of 15 organizations from communities across BC, Sarah
Khan and BC PIAC ﬁled a systemic complaint with the Ombudsman about unfair
practices experienced by low-income people who need assistance from the Ministry
of Employment and Income Assistance.
The complaint resulted in many changes
to the ministry’s processes for handling applications, home visits and reconsideration
of beneﬁts entitlements. Together with
the Farm Workers Legal Advocacy Program
and Community Legal Assistance Society,
Khan assists farm workers with eligibility
for employment insurance and other beneﬁts. She also has represented many people
in suits by the provincial government for
overpayments of income assistance and
disability beneﬁts.
For Marla Gilsig, a sole practitioner in
Vancouver, the path to and through the
practice of law has been both less direct
and more arduous.
Gilsig grew up in Surrey and Vancouver. During her elementary school years,
she was in and out of hospital with an
autoimmune disease that caused frequent
infections and left her with signiﬁcant bilateral hearing loss — normal hearing at
lower pitches, with drastically diminished
hearing in the higher frequencies.
“The doctors thought it would be too
stressful for me to deal with the hearing
issue as a child already struggling with severe and recurring infections, so they never
told me about my hearing loss,” Gilsig said
with a remarkable lack of bitterness. “So, I
struggled to learn Hebrew and then French
— both oral languages — during those very
difﬁcult childhood years.”

After completing an undergraduate
degree at the University of Toronto, Gilsig
returned to the west coast to earn a law
degree at the University of Victoria, graduating in 1978 as a member of its inaugural
law school class — all without hearing aids
or any other accommodation for her hearing disability. “By then I knew I had trouble
hearing higher pitched voices, and had been
examined by a number of otolaryngologists, but I still had no idea of the cause or
extent of my hearing loss,” she said.
After Gilsig had worked for two and a
half years as a prosecutor for the provincial
Ministry of Attorney General, one day a
court reporter called her over to listen to a
tape of the afternoon’s proceedings. “I was
shocked to hear myself asking witnesses
to repeat their answers, again and again,”
Gilsig recalled. “‘I think you have serious
hearing loss,’ the reporter told me.”
“Back I went for another hearing test.
This time my otolaryngologist said I had
a severe hearing loss and needed to wear
hearing aids in both ears. Over the years my
doctors had hidden my hearing loss from
me by saying that I did not need hearing
aids, when they should have said, ‘Marla
you have severe bilateral hearing loss. But
your type of hearing loss is very rare, and
presently there are no hearing aids manufactured that will help you.’”
In those days, rehabilitation services
were not available for people with a hearing disability; the doctors and audiologist
had given Gilsig two hearing aids and sent
her on her way. “When I had completed
the provincial government job application
form, I indicated I did not have a disability,” she said. “I thought if I told the ministry that they had hired a Crown Counsel
with a severe hearing loss, they would ﬁre
me. So, I quit.”
Gilsig soon found work as a staff lawyer with the Legal Services Society. After
two years there, she left law for three years
to focus on her health issues.
continued on page 18
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In 1986 she returned as a sole practitioner. Over the next 15 years Gilsig developed
a mixed litigation and solicitor’s practice,
working on a number of precedent-setting
cases that determined whether designated
groups have the right to access speciﬁc
types of government services and resources. She has also established and served on
the legal committees of the Canadian Hard
of Hearing Association, Canadian Disabilities Rights Council and Learning Disabilities Association of BC.
In 1998, Gilsig was diagnosed with
ﬁbromyalgia, also known as soft tissue
rheumatism, ﬁbrositis and non-articular
rheumatism. Fibromyalgia is incurable,
with symptoms that include chronic pain
in joints and soft tissue, fatigue and migraine headaches.
In 2000, Marla Gilsig’s marriage of 17
years fell apart, and she became the single
mother of nine-year old Sam and 13-year
old Carly. The following year Gilsig closed
her practice to concentrate on her health.
“I immersed myself in the study of
ﬁbromyalgia and the characteristics of
my own case,” Gilsig said. “Likely another

product of my autoimmune disease, ﬁbromyalgia is incurable, but it can be managed.”
“The keys are balance and ﬂexibility. If
I manage my diet and sleep, work and exercise when I’m feeling strong, and rest when
I’m feeling weak, then I’m ﬁne.”
By 2006, Gilsig had turned her remarkable tenacity to preparing for her return to
practice, successfully completing the Law
Society’s requaliﬁcation examinations after seven months of study. “I could not
have done it without the support of the
CBA’s Women Lawyers Forum, particularly
the guidance of chair Debra Van Ginkel, QC
and the mentoring of Brenda Edwards,”
Gilsig said. “Brenda gave me great advice
and encouragement, and she showed me
how to get past my embarrassment about
using technology to supplement my hearing.”
Gilsig believes that her personal and
professional strengths have been both
stretched and reinforced by her health
challenges. “I had to cultivate investigative, analytical and problem-solving skills,”
she said. “I found reserves of determination and resourcefulness that allowed me
to turn problems into successes.”

After returning to active practice last
year, Gilsig applied to more than 40 organizations, including law ﬁrms, public and
private corporations, government and
non-proﬁt organizations, without success.
“It has been discouraging,” she said.
“We have certainly made progress in recent years, but the barriers are still very
much there — on several levels. Organizations react with fear to an older woman
returning to practice after a number of
years and dealing with health issues.
“They have trouble seeing the
strengths being offered, like loyalty, judgment and perseverance. And, they overstate the degree of accommodation and
support needed. For example, a good wide
area FM audio system can be installed for
less than $1,500, for the beneﬁt of so many
people!”
Perhaps discouraged but certainly undeterred, “Marla Gilsig, Barrister and Solicitor” has re-opened for business. Alongside
her client and public service work, Gilsig
makes time to serve as the Canadian Bar
Association’s chair of general practice, solo
and small ﬁrm section, for both the BC
continued on page 19

Lila Quastel: Access through accessibility
Lila Quastel is a great example of the
value that volunteers bring to the Law
Society. A practising occupational therapist, Quastel is a lay member of the Equity
and Diversity Committee and chairs its
Disability Research Working Group.
Her focus is on improving access to BC’s
courthouses for people with disabilities.
“Two years ago, Art Vertlieb, QC [Chair
of the Equity and Diversity Committee] set up a meeting for me with Chief
Judge Stansﬁeld of the Provincial Court,”
Quastel said. “Judge Stansﬁeld was very
supportive from the beginning, telling
me that a number of judges had already
expressed their concerns about physical
barriers to justice in courthouses around
the province — from wheelchair access
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and acoustics to lighting and sightlines.
“Chief Judge Stansﬁeld introduced me
to Assistant Deputy Minister Helen
Pedneault of the Ministry of Attorney
General’s court services branch, and Program Manager Larry Cade of the ministry’s
facilities services division: both have been
great people to work with.
“Ms. Pedneault supported the recommendations made regarding planning
for future facilities and resolving existing
issues to improve courthouse accessibility, and has written to the Law Society
requesting they appoint a representative
to work with the facilities program manager to develop next steps.”
Ms. Quastel is an Assistant Professor

Emerita at the UBC Faculty of Medicine’s
School of Rehabilitation Sciences, and a
former chairperson of the Canadian Occupational Therapy Certiﬁcation Examination
Committee.

NEW S

McKnight wins award for
legal journalism

Record attendance at sixth annual
media law workshop
MORE THAN 60 reporters, editors and news
directors attended the seventh annual Law
Society – Jack Webster Foundation Media
Law Workshop in Victoria on November 6.
The goal of these workshops is to
encourage fair and accurate reporting of
the courts and to foster links between
the media, the legal profession and the
judiciary.
This year’s panellists were Chief Judge
Hugh Stansﬁeld, Neal Hall from the Vancouver Sun and media lawyers David
Sutherland of Sutherland and Associates in

Vancouver and Michael Sherr of Pearlman
Lindholm in Victoria.
The workshop, Reporting on the Courts:
What You Should Know . . . and Do, provided
reporters with an overview of legal issues
surrounding publication bans and contempt of court.
The Law Society ﬁrst initiated media
law workshops on current legal and justice
system issues in 1994. Since 2001, they
have been offered in partnership with the
Jack Webster Foundation. The workshops
are free to journalists and news editors.Y

Equal opportunities ... from page 18

rights under provincial and federal human
rights legislation, and under section 15 of
the Charter.”
In its 2001 report, Lawyers with Disabilities: Identifying Barriers to Equality, the
Law Society’s Disability Research Working
Group relied on the following statement
by the Supreme Court of Canada in Eaton
v. Brant County Board of Education, [1997]
1 SCR 241 as its starting point for applying s. 15(1) of the Charter to the concept
of disability and the purpose of “accommodation:”

branch and national ofﬁces.
Sarah Khan also knows the barriers are
still there. “I have been fortunate to have
been accepted and accommodated by
many institutions and many people along
the way,” she said. “I know that many others with disabilities have been less fortunate, and have had to try to justify their
accommodation needs again and again,
often without success.”
“Some of the most serious barriers
faced by people with disabilities are the
perceptions and attitudes of other people.
I see acceptance and accommodation for
people with disabilities as basic equality

Exclusion from the mainstream of society results from the construction of a
society based solely on “mainstream”
attributes to which the disabled will

The Law Society has sponsored the
Jack Webster Award for Excellence in
Legal Journalism since 2000. The award
honours a journalist or team of journalists for a story about legal issues, the
administration of justice or the legal
profession in BC.
Peter McKnight, a columnist with the
Vancouver Sun, won this year’s award for
his series of columns on legal issues.
Jack Webster, a renowned BC journalist,
along with UBC professor Dr. Anne Autor,
became the Law Society’s ﬁrst lay Benchers in 1988. Founded in 1986, the Jack
Webster Foundation carries on Webster’s
legacy by promoting and recognizing the
achievements of BC reporters with the
Jack Webster Awards.

never be able to gain access. It is the
failure to make reasonable accommodations, to ﬁne-tune society so that
its structures and assumptions do not
prevent the disabled from participation, which results in discrimination
against the disabled.
As Marla Gilsig put it, “Giving lawyers with
disabilities an equal opportunity to practise
law, ensures that the legal system and legal
profession can properly serve people with
disabilities. In turn, that helps the society
to fulﬁll its duty under the Legal Profession
Act “to protect the public interest in the
administration of justice by protecting the
rights and freedoms of all persons.”Y
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John Hunter, QC ... from page 8

other for 25 years and he has nothing to
offer but praise. “John strives for excellence, and this ﬁrm is about that. We are
seeking to engender a habit of excellence
in young people,” Voith notes. “John performs a leadership role yet is also a lowkey guy — it distinguishes him. And he is
deceptive: a very good athlete and accomplished academically. He never talks
about stuff like that, and he doesn’t wear

anything on his sleeve; he doesn’t get excited or carried away.”
Other interests? He plays a little golf
(“He doesn’t like to lose,” says Tobin Robbins, a partner at Heenan Blaikie and close
friend), plays pick-up basketball when he
can, and used to play squash with Voith. A
longstanding enthusiasm is wine — visiting
the wineries, enjoying the wine, admiring
the skill and industry of the producers.
“I started laying wine down in the

late 80s — mostly French Bordeaux — and
over the years my interests expanded
to Australian Shiraz and recently BC red
wines, especially Pinot Noirs,” says John. I
like the fact that we can make good wine in
BC, which wasn’t the case when we moved
here in the mid 1970s.” John even says that
if he weren’t a lawyer, he’d want to be a
winemaker. No doubt he would produce
fabulous wine, but the legal profession
would be all the poorer for it.Y

President’s View ... from page 3

Dr. John Borrows (second from left) after his presentation to the Benchers. Pictured with
Dr. Borrows, from left to right: Art Vertlieb, QC, Vancouver Bencher and chair of the Equity
and Diversity Committee, Lay Bencher Pat Kelly, Elizabeth Hunt, member of the Equity
and Diversity Committee and Andrew Petter, QC, Dean of Law, University of Victoria.

Aboriginal law degree
University of Victoria Professor Dr. John Borrows provided an overview of a proposed
Aboriginal law degree program to the Benchers at their December 14 meeting. The
proposed joint LLB/Aboriginal law degree would include an extra year devoted to community-based study looking at how Aboriginal history and cultural traditions inﬂuence
Aboriginal law. In his presentation Borrows noted that Western traditions are also
deeply embedded in the common law.
The program would also aim to build a “culture of law” from within Aboriginal communities, and reframe negative perceptions of common law based on historical experience. The proposed program would accommodate groups of six students per session.
Judge Alfred Scow (Provincial Court, retired) became the ﬁrst Aboriginal person to
graduate from the UBC Faculty of Law in 1960. Aboriginal people currently comprise
between 10 to 18 per cent of University of Victoria’s law students.
20
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behave like pseudo-males in the workplace,
thereby denouncing our womanhood. We
can choose to march to our own drum by
going out on our own or establishing small
independent law ﬁrms with like-minded
people.
Or we can do the most difﬁcult thing
that there is to do: continue to make our
mark in the established law ﬁrms, stay actively involved in the legal community and
politics, and speak out. By speaking out,
we can help to effect larger, institutional
change for the betterment of all women.
I believe it is time to move on beyond
lamenting the presence of barriers to women succeeding in law. Feeling victimized
means we are perpetually stuck. Instead
of accepting the existence of a glass ceiling
for women, we should have the conﬁdence
and the courage to say “no” to the acceptance of the status quo. We can do that by
speaking out publicly for the contributions
that women make to the practice of law, by
encouraging and supporting women to stay
in the practice of law, being a mentor to female junior lawyers and gathering political
and ﬁnancial support for the advancement
of women in all arenas.
Be proud that you are female and that
you have the perseverance, the stamina,
the courage and the heart to remain in a
difﬁcult profession that is devoted, above
all, to selﬂess service to others.
I applaud you all.Y

Adapted from a speech to the Career Women Interaction Women in Law Conference,
October 11, 2007. Visit lawsociety.bc.ca/
publications_forms/bulletin/2007/bb_0712_speech.pdf to view the full speech.
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CANDID MOMENTS FROM THE LIFE BENCHERS DINNER

Top row: Kathryn Berge, QC; Joost Blom, QC, Barbara Levesque and Director of Professional Regulation Stuart Cameron; Meg Shaw, QC and Paul Beckmann, QC.
Second row: Cecil Branson, QC and Sholto Hebenton, QC; David Mossop, QC, Terence
La Liberté, QC and Kenneth Walker; Richard Margetts, QC, David Mossop, QC and Warren
Wilson, QC.
Third row: Robert Punnett, Robert Brun, QC and Chief Legal Ofﬁcer Howard Kushner;
musicians.
Fourth row: Paul Beckmann, QC, Leon Getz, QC and Robert Dick, QC; William Trotter, QC,
Ralston Alexander, QC and Gavin Hume, QC; Glen Ridgway, QC, Thelma O’Grady, Jane
Shackell, QC and Patricia Schmit, QC.
Fifth row: John Hunter, QC, Gavin Hume, QC and Marvin Storrow, QC.
Sixth row: Arthur Vertlieb, QC, Kenneth Walker and Ujjal Dosanjh, QC.
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The golden years of Constance D. Isherwood, QC
KNOWN BY THE “boys” at law school as
“Sherlock Holmes,” there was never anything missing in Connie’s law school notes,
says her husband and 1948 UBC law school
classmate Foster Isherwood. “At the time, I
guess she would have been one of a handful
of women passing through gangs of men,”
he recalls. “Connie never put herself out
there to be recognized, she asked few questions in class, and then she walked away
with a medal.”
After vying for the top spot with one
of the six women in UBC law school’s 1951
graduating class of 200, Constance Holmes
22
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became the ﬁrst woman to receive the Law
Society’s gold medal.
“It was an honour, and I was happy to
have reached that achievement,” Connie
said, who at 87 years old still practises law
in Victoria. “My principal, Ernest Tait, said
that it would no doubt open doors for me,
and of course it did.”
The medal not only helped to open
doors for Connie, a former legal secretary,
but it also signalled a new era for many
other women who followed in her footsteps.
Speaking to Connie Isherwood, QC

(nee Holmes), it is no surprise that she led
the way for a strong tradition of excellence
among women lawyers. She keeps a pace
that many people half her age would have
trouble keeping up to. She is the Chancellor
of the Anglican Diocese of BC, a post she
has held for 20 years and been reappointed
to three times. She is active in her Victoria community, belonging to the Women’s
Business Network of Vancouver Island, the
Asian Arts Society, the Victoria Symphony and the Victoria Board of Trustees of
the Canadian Scottish Regiment. In 2006
Connie received a University of Victoria

NEW S
Lifetime Achievement Legacy Award, rec- done.”
legal profession. She has seen the BC legal
ognizing her long-time contribution to the
While she credits much of her career community transform from a small group
Victoria legal community, and the Canada success to the mentorship provided by of lawyers to a large and diverse group of
125th anniversary medal in 1992 for com- Ernest Tait, Connie has mentored many 11,000 spread across the province. The age
munity service.
others over her 56-year career. Her neph- of technology has had the most profound
And Connie has no plans to slow down ew, Robert D. Holmes, a partner with impact, she says, noting how this has alany time soon. She still heads up the law Holmes & King in Vancouver, says it was lowed lawyers to shorten the amount of
ﬁrm that she and her husband founded in Connie who inspired him to pursue a ca- time required to do research, and to get
1964, Holmes & Isherwood. Her husband reer in law.
answers when a problem requires a quick
decided to retire a year ago, but Connie
“She was a role model for me,” says response. But Connie continues to use the
continues to practise part time. She is the Robert. “I always thought that she led the typewriter and dictation methods that
most senior practising woman
Holmes & Isherwood always
member of the Bar.
used, and doesn’t rely on adConnie met Foster in law
vertising to bring business to
school, but they parted ways
her practice.
for 12 years when he decided to
She also feels that the evopractise in the Hope and Yale
lution of pro bono work has
area of the Fraser Valley, and
been very positive.
she set out to practise in Vic“As the years have gone by
toria with her mentor and printhere has been more attempt
cipal, Ernest Tait. While Connie
to assist the public with legal
was one of the few women lawaid ⎯ help for those who are
yers practising in her day, under
not able to afford it ⎯ and that
Tait’s guidance she built relashould continue.”
tionships with clients during
It’s that desire to serve the
law school, so that by the time
public good that keeps Connie
she graduated she was already
motivated to continue pracan established part of the ﬁrm
tice.
and the Victoria legal commu“She enjoys listening to
nity. Tait passed away just two
people, and she’s so patient.
years after Connie’s 1951 call to
Her clients love her for that,”
the Bar, and she took over the
says Foster.
practice.
“Connie has a unique abil“When Foster came to
ity to make people feel special,”
Victoria to practise, we readds Robert. “She can walk into
newed acquaintance and roa room of complete strangers,
mance bloomed. My husband
talk to almost everybody, and
has always joked, even in our
in quick order make each and
ﬁrm, my name came ﬁrst ⎯
everybody feel as if they are
Holmes & Isherwood.”
the most important person in
Connie and Foster married
the world.”
shortly after he returned to
When Connie began workVictoria and they joined their
ing in the law ofﬁce of Ernest
two practices together a year
Courtesy of UBC Alumni Association Tait, she never would have
later in 1964. The two prac- Connie was the ﬁrst woman law graduate to win the Law Society dreamed that she would be
tised together for more than gold medal. She was featured in the June 1951 issue of the U.B.C. practising law nearly 60 years
40 years while maintaining a Alumni Chronicle.
later, in a ﬁrm that she founded
successful partnership ⎯ in
herself, with many clients that
law and marriage. But Connie is
she has carried from the beginno stranger to the challenges that go along most exciting life, and she was able to make ning. But it’s a calling that she continues
with juggling a busy law practice with fam- things better for people. When I was about to relish, well into her golden years, long
ily responsibilities. When Connie and Foster seven or eight years old I thought, ‘that’s after many of the law school “boys” have
adopted two children, she scaled back her what I want to do when I grow up.’”
retired.
hours, while bringing more work home.
With a career that spans the post“Even now clients will come in to
“When you have your own ﬁrm, you war era through to the new millennium, the ofﬁce and say ‘good morning Miss
can set your own hours. It is a budgeting Connie has witnessed the evolution of Holmes.’ They still remember me from the
of time that you have to do but it can be women’s role in the workforce, and the old days.”Y
DECEMBER 2007 • BENCHERS’ BULLETIN
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Notices from the
courts
THE BC COURT of Appeal has issued two
notices to the profession:
1. Sittings in Kamloops and Kelowna – A
division of the BCCA is currently scheduled to sit in Kamloops on March 10, 11
and 12, 2008 and in Kelowna on March
13 and 14, 2008. If there are no hearings scheduled by January 11, 2008,
these Interior sittings will be cancelled,
and the Division of the Court will sit in
Vancouver.
2. Hearings in Victoria – The BCCA sits
regularly in Vancouver, monthly in
Victoria and occasionally in Kamloops
and Kelowna. Vancouver is the central registry for the Court of Appeal.
Most of the judges of the Court reside
in Vancouver and the scheduling and
review of material takes place in Vancouver. All of the ﬁles and books are
located in Vancouver. For the hearing of appeals and chambers matters,
the material is sent from Vancouver to
the registry where the matter will be LAWYERS ADVISING OUT-OF-PROVINCE
clients must familiarize themselves with the
heard.
For hearings and chambers applica- mobility rules so they can properly advise
tions set to be heard in Vancouver, and clients on their ability to represent them in
for related written submissions, the other jurisdictions.
Under the National Mobility AgreeCourt requires that all relevant matement,
a lawyer licensed in BC, Alberta,
rials be ﬁled in Vancouver, if possible.
Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, Prince
This will avoid delays in the materials
Edward
Island,
Nova Scotia, Newfoundbeing transferred from outside regisland
or
New
Brunswick may practise
tries to the Vancouver Registry.
temporarily in any of those jurisdictions
The Supreme Court of BC has issued a Prac- without obtaining a permit from the local
tice Direction expanding the Publication law society.
Ban Notiﬁcation Project commenced at
Temporary practice is deﬁned as not
the Vancouver Registry to New Westmin- more than 100 business days in a calendar
ster. The pilot project established a proce- year.
dure to provide electronic notiﬁcation to
To be eligible for temporary practice
media outlets, and any other member of without a permit, you must:
the public who subscribes to the notiﬁca• carry professional liability insurance
tion service, of applications for discretioncomparable to that of the other jurisary orders to ban publication or to close
diction;
the courtroom in criminal or quasi-criminal
• have defalcation coverage that exmatters. Notiﬁcation is made through an
tends to your temporary practice
electronic email subscription service mainoutside BC;
tained on the Court’s website.
• not be subject to conditions or reFor the full practice declaration, go
strictions on your practice in any juto the court’s website at www.courts.gov.
risdiction imposed as a result of or in
bc.ca/sc/.Y

Know the mobility rules
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•
•

connection with proceedings related
to discipline, competency or capacity;
not be the subject of criminal or disciplinary proceedings in any jurisdiction;
have no disciplinary record in any
jurisdiction.

In addition, you lose your right to temporary mobility and must be called to the Bar
of the other jurisdiction if you establish an
economic nexus — such as opening a trust
account — in the other jurisdiction.
Quebec, Yukon, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut are not part of the
temporary mobility agreement. BC lawyers who wish to represent clients in those
jurisdictions must either be called to the
Bar in the jurisdiction or obtain a temporary practice permit from the local law
society.
If you are advising a client from any
of these jurisdictions and are not called
to the Bar in the client’s jurisdiction, it is
important to determine any limitations
on your ability to provide legal advice or
representation and to advise your client
accordingly.Y

P R AC T I C E
PRACTICE WATCH, by Barbara Buchanan, Practice Advisor, Conduct & Ethics

Control over ﬁles
A MATTER HAS recently come to the attention of the Law Society that reinforces the
importance of maintaining control over your
ﬁles.
According to Chapter 12, Rule 1 of the
Professional Conduct Handbook, a lawyer
is completely responsible for all business
entrusted to the lawyer, and that includes
letters being sent out with your signature.
Beware of this scenario. A BC lawyer
agreed to act as the agent of an American law ﬁrm doing debt collection work in
Canada. Under the agreement, the US ﬁrm
sent demand letters to people in BC on its

Services for members
Practice and ethics advisors

The society was also concerned that
the lawyer was allowing the US ﬁrm to afﬁx his signature to the letters even though
he did not have control over the ﬁles.
While this arrangement may have
been cost-effective for the US ﬁrm’s clients,
economic concerns cannot override ethical
obligations set out in the Professional Conduct Handbook. All lawyers must ensure
that any arrangements they have with clients do not interfere with their control and
management obligations over legal work.
In this case, the lawyer no longer assists
the US ﬁrm.

Practice management advice – Contact
David J. (Dave) Bilinsky, Practice Management Advisor, to discuss practice management issues, with an emphasis on technology,
strategic planning, ﬁnance, productivity and
career satisfaction. Email: daveb@lsbc.org
Tel: 604-605-5331 or 1-800-903-5300.
Practice and ethics advice – Contact Barbara
Buchanan, Practice Advisor, Conduct & Ethics, to discuss professional conduct issues in
practice, including questions on undertakings,
conﬁdentiality and privilege, conﬂicts, courtroom and tribunal conduct and responsibility,
withdrawal, solicitors’ liens, client relationships and lawyer-lawyer relationships.
Tel: 604-697-5816 or 1-800-903-5300
Email: advisor@lsbc.org.
Ethics advice – Contact Jack Olsen, staff lawyer for the Ethics Committee to discuss ethical issues, interpretation of the Professional
Conduct Handbook or matters for referral to
the committee. Tel: 604 443-5711 or 1-800903-5300 Email: jolsen@lsbc.org.
All communications with Law Society practice
and ethics advisors are strictly conﬁdential,
except in cases of trust fund shortages.
X

letterhead with the BC lawyer’s signature
at the bottom and a note stating he was
“Canadian counsel” for the US ﬁrm. The
signature was inserted electronically by the
US ﬁrm. Although the BC lawyer approved
the template for the form letters, he did
not see or approve any of the letters before
they were mailed nor did he have any other
involvement with the ﬁle.
In addition, the letter contained no
contact information for the BC lawyer. The
only phone numbers were for the US ﬁrm
along with its address and the address for
its post ofﬁce boxes in Vancouver and Toronto.
The Law Society advised the BC lawyer
that the letter was potentially misleading
because it suggested he was the lawyer
with conduct of the ﬁle, when in fact he
was not, and because it contained no contact information for him.

SIGNING BILLS

Recently some lawyers have inquired
whether or not a legal assistant can sign a
bill on behalf of the lawyer. Section 69(3)
of the Legal Profession Act states that the
bill “must be signed by or on behalf of the
lawyer or accompanied by a letter, signed
by or on behalf of the lawyer, that refers
to the bill.” As such, a lawyer may, in appropriate circumstances, authorize a legal assistant to sign a bill on the lawyer’s
behalf.
The lawyer should review the bill
ahead of time and the legal assistant must
indicate his or her status when signing the
bill. See Chapter 12 of the Professional
Conduct Handbook for further information on supervision of employees. Rules 6
and 9 set out matters that a lawyer must
attend to personally and that legal assistants must not perform.Y

CORRECTION — RULES FOR HANDLING CASH

Due to an editing error, the October Practice Watch column incorrectly stated that
Rule 3-51.1 prohibits lawyers from accepting “more than $7,500” in cash except in
limited circumstances. The rule actually says that lawyers are prohibited from accepting “$7,500 or more.”

Interlock Member Assistance Program –
Conﬁdential counselling and referral services
by professional counsellors on a wide range of
personal, family and work-related concerns.
Services are funded by, but completely independent of, the Law Society and provided at
no cost to individual BC lawyers and articled
students and their immediate families.
Tel: 604-431-8200 or 1-800-663-9099.
X

Lawyers Assistance Program (LAP) – Conﬁdential peer support, counselling, referrals
and interventions for lawyers, their families,
support staff and articled students suffering from alcohol or chemical dependencies,
stress, depression or other personal problems.
Based on the concept of “lawyers helping
lawyers,” LAP’s services are funded by, but
completely independent of, the Law Society
and provided at no cost to individual lawyers.
Tel: 604 685-2171 or 1-888-685-2171.
X

Equity Ombudsperson – Conﬁdential assistance with the resolution of harassment
and discrimination concerns of lawyers,
articled students, articling applicants and
staff in law ﬁrms or other legal workplaces.
Contact Equity Ombudsperson, Anne Bhanu
Chopra: Tel: 604 687-2344 Email: achopra1@
novuscom.net.
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PR AC TICE
PRACTICE TIPS, by Dave Bilinsky, Practice Management Advisor

Off-site data storage and security issues
YYes, now you’re gone and from this
moment on
I’ll be crying, crying, crying, cry-i-i-ing
Yeah crying, crying, o-o-o-o-ver you… :
Words and music by Roy Orbison and Joe
Melson

WITH THE INCREASING emphasis on digital
information in a law ofﬁce and the “paperless” ofﬁce becoming a reality, the necessity
for reliable data backups is one of the issues facing lawyers and law ﬁrms. There are
many methods of backup in use — tapes,
CD-ROMs, DVDs, RAID arrays, external
hard drives and the like. One
method that is receiving increasing attention is online backup to
a third-party host. This article examines potential issues that are
unique to electronic storage via
the Internet.
While the Law Society recommends using reputable thirdparty storage companies for
paper ﬁles, I am uncomfortable
advising lawyers to place their
conﬁdential electronic data in
the hands of third-party providers, for a number of reasons.
Lawyers have a professional
obligation to guard their clients’
conﬁdences and conﬁdential
information. Conﬁdential data
ending up in the hands of unauthorized
persons has implications for identity theft
and fraud on the client. We have steadfastly
advised lawyers who have suffered a theft
of a computer containing client information that they should inform their clients
that a possible loss of conﬁdentiality has
occurred and advise their clients to take
appropriate steps in the circumstances. No
lawyer wishes to have to notify clients that
their conﬁdential information may be in
the hands of others.
Third-party, off-site providers of data
storage and backup services do not share
the same professional obligation with regards to conﬁdential information that
lawyers are required to maintain. While
third-party contractors face a breach of
26
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contract claim where the damages may
be limited by contract, the damage to
the lawyer’s reputation may be many
times greater. A breach of this obligation
has implications with regard to a lawyer’s
professional record. A ﬁrm using an online
backup service places more than just their
data in the hands of this provider. Furthermore, unlike paper records, electronic data
can be copied quickly and transmitted half
a world away in a blink of an eye to a jurisdiction with a very different legal system.
A third-party, off-site data backup
provider could become bankrupt, have a

receiver appointed, or have its landlord
seize its assets for unpaid rent. In these
circumstances, the law ﬁrm faces not only
the loss of its data, but potentially the loss
of any claim of conﬁdentiality over what is
stored on the hard drives that have been
seized. The prospect of a law ﬁrm going to
court to try to regain possession of and to
preserve conﬁdentiality over hard drives in
the hands of a third party is not a prospect
that any of us would care to contemplate.
In a law ofﬁce, cleaning staff and others could steal data, both in paper and
electronic form. Equally, the same considerations apply to a third-party provider,
except that in this case, the law ﬁrm has
no control over the person or persons who
have access to the computers or servers

that store their data. Furthermore, as we
know, hackers attack all types of websites
and corporations; an online data backup
service could be a magnet for those seeking conﬁdential information. The Wall
Street Journal recently reported:
Breaches of corporate computer security have reached epidemic proportions. So far this year, more than 270
organizations have lost sensitive information like customer credit-card
or employee Social Security numbers
— and those are just the ones that
have disclosed such incidents publicly.
While lost laptops and misplaced or misdirected ﬁles are
partly to blame, many breaches have a more sinister culprit:
the professional hacker.
If you are using an online backup service, at the very least,
ensure the data is transmitted in a secure and encrypted
manner to and from the thirdparty provider (VPN or SSL
or similar protection). Furthermore, it is recommended
that the data be stored on
the third party’s systems in
an encrypted manner, with
only the law ﬁrm having the
key to de-encrypt the data
(not all backup services do
this). The third-party provider should also
be one that has an excellent reputation, is
ﬁnancially secure, maintains a high degree
of physical and electronic security over its
systems and whose employees have signed
clear conﬁdentiality agreements.
Lastly, the entire backup and restore
system should be tested regularly to ensure the system does indeed work as it is
designed to do. You do not want to suddenly realize that yes, your data is gone,
since from that moment on, you’ll be
cryiiiing.....
If you would like to discuss law ﬁrm
data backup alternatives, contact Dave
Bilinsky, Practice Management Advisor,
daveb@lsbc.org or 604-605-5331.Y

R E GU L ATO RY

Unauthorized legal practice
AS PART OF its statutory mandate to uphold
and protect the public interest in the administration of justice, the Law Society routinely investigates allegations of unauthorized
legal practice. A legal decision, whether it
involves the purchase of a house, the start
of a business or the drafting of a will, is often one of the most important decisions a
person makes in life. It is therefore fundamentally important that he or she receives
advice from someone properly qualiﬁed.
Section 1 of the Legal Profession Act
deﬁnes the practice of law while s. 15
states that only a practising lawyer is entitled to practise law. Section 85 makes it
an offence to practise law if you are not
a lawyer. It is important to note that the
practice of law is deﬁned as carrying out
any of the activities listed in s. 1 “for a fee,
gain or reward, direct or indirect.” A nonlawyer who provides or offers to provide
legal advice but is not seeking a fee is not
violating the statute.
Other exceptions are notaries public
in BC, who are entitled to provide a limited range of legal services — primarily
real estate conveyancing, certain types of
wills and afﬁdavits. As well, immigration
consultants are regulated by federal legislation and advocates appearing before
workers’ compensation board tribunals are
not regulated.
Anyone with questions regarding the
right of a person who is not a member of
the Law Society of BC to provide legal services should contact the Law Society at
604-669-2533 or 1-800-903-5300.
The Law Society has obtained undertakings or court orders prohibiting the
following individuals and businesses from
engaging in the unauthorized practice of
law.

Charles Zhang, personally and doing
business as Charles Zhang – Legal Adviser
and Accounting Ltd., of Vancouver, BC, offered to prepare divorce, incorporation and
other legal documents for a fee, and held
himself out as a legal adviser. The BC Supreme Court has ordered that Mr. Zhang
be prohibited from providing legal services,
unless he becomes entitled to practise law
in BC.

Linda G. Hill, personally and doing
business as Progressive Coaching & Consulting Services, of Cultus Lake, BC, prepared divorce documents for a fee. The BC
Supreme Court has ordered that Ms. Hill
be prohibited from providing legal services, unless she becomes entitled to practise
law in BC.

Samson Kwok (also known as Guo
Jing) and Sino-Canadian Legal Services
Inc., of Richmond, BC, offered to provide a
variety of legal services, including criminal
defence and civil, family and commercial
litigation, for a fee. Mr. Kwok and Sino-Canadian Legal Services Inc. have consented
to a BC Supreme Court order prohibiting
them from providing legal services, unless they become entitled to practise law
in BC.
Robert G.D. Gallard and Gallard’s
Collection Service Ltd., of Victoria, BC,
prepared documentation and provided
representation in small claims matters for
a fee. Mr. Gallard and Gallard’s Collection
Service Ltd. have consented to a BC Supreme Court order prohibiting them from
providing legal services, unless they become entitled to practise law in BC.
Hassan Naraghi (also known as Hassan Faghihi-Naraghi) and Taraz Accounting & Business Services Ltd., of North
Vancouver, BC, were offering to incorporate companies for a fee. The BC Supreme
Court has ordered that Mr. Naraghi and
Taraz Accounting & Business Services Ltd.
be prohibited from providing legal services, unless they become entitled to practise
law in BC.

Ma Nguyen, of Vancouver, BC, offered
to incorporate a company for a fee. Mr.
Nguyen has consented to a BC Supreme
Court order prohibiting him from providing
legal services, unless he becomes entitled
to practise law in BC.
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Discipline digest
PLEASE FIND SUMMARIES with respect to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Howard Raymond Berge, QC
Heather Catherine Cunningham
Shane Sidney Dennison
Nicole Hainer
David Donald Hart
Donald Craig King
Lawyer 11
Roger Roy Plested

On August 30, 2006 the Law Society cited Ms. Cunningham for failing to
respond to a request to set a date for a conduct review and for failing to
respond to communications from the LSS and the Society regarding NI’s
complaint. Ms. Cunningham admitted that she failed to respond to communications from both.

VERDICT
The panel said that in order to avoid a ﬁnding of professional misconduct
a lawyer must show illness that would render him or her incapable of
forming the intention not to respond. They considered several traumatic
experiences that affected Ms. Cunningham before and during the period
of the LSS and Society requests, but found that these did not demonstrate
that she was unable to respond.

They noted that Ms. Cunnigham had sought help for depression and anxiety and her physician’s report indicated that she was being successfully
For the full text of discipline decisions, visit the Regulation &
treated. They also noted that she had a conversation with a Bencher that
Insurance / Regulatory Hearings section of the Law Society website at
indicated that she realized she had to deal with the correspondence. And
lawsociety.bc.ca.
she was able to run her practice and handle a small caseload during this
period. Considering these circumstances, the panel found Ms. Cunningham guilty of professional misconduct.

HOWARD RAYMOND BERGE, QC
Kelowna, BC
Called to the bar: May 12, 1967
Bencher review: October 12, 2006
Report issued: January 17, 2007 (indexed as 2007 LSBC 07)

PENALTY
The panel noted that the Law Society must be able to ensure that lawyers
respond promptly to investigations in order to effectively regulate the legal profession.

The panel noted that Ms. Cunningham’s transgression was a ﬁrst and isolated event. Accordingly, the panel agreed that a suspension would not be
Howard Berge has abandoned his appeal of his discipline case. In January appropriate. They ordered a $2,000 ﬁne and costs of $5,000 to be paid
2007, the Benchers upheld a hearing panel’s ruling that Berge’s conduct within 18 months, noting that due to Ms. Cunningham’s ﬁnancial circumwhile being investigated by police following a car accident constituted stances payment of any ﬁne and costs would be a signiﬁcant deterrent.
conduct unbecoming a lawyer. The Benchers also upheld the penalty of
a reprimand, a one-month suspension and partial costs [see: Law Society
of BC v. Berge 2007 LSBC 07]. Berge appealed the ruling to the BC Court
SHANE SIDNEY DENNISON
of Appeal, but has now abandoned the appeal. Berge ceased practising in
Nanaimo, BC
June 2006 and is now a retired member of the Law Society.
Called to the bar: May 20, 1994
Discipline hearings: January 15 and 16 (facts and verdict) and November
1, 2007 (penalty)
HEATHER CATHERINE CUNNINGHAM
Panel: James Vilvang, QC, Chair, Richard Stewart and Robert Brun, QC
Vancouver, BC
Reports issued: April 23 (2007 LSBC 23) and November 22, 2007 (2007
Called to the bar: June 1, 2001
LSBC 51)
Discipline hearing: January 11 and September 14, 2007
Counsel: Jean Whittow, QC and Paula Ramsay for the Law Society; no
Panel: Gordon Turriff, QC, Chair, Gerald Lecovin, QC and Dirk Sigalet, one appearing on behalf of Shane Sidney Dennison at either hearing
QC
This digest should be read with the digest of the Donald Craig King disciReports issued: April 10 (2007 LSBC 17) and October 31, 2007 (2007 pline and penalty decisions (2007 LSBC 22 and 2007 LSBC 52): see page
LSBC 47)
30.
Counsel: Jaia Rai for the Law Society; F.A. Schroeder for Heather CathFACTS
erine Cunningham

FACTS
In 2005, Heather Catherine Cunningham provided services to NI under a
Legal Services Society retainer. NI complained about Cunningham’s quality of service and the Legal Services Society (LSS) began investigating.
Between April 2005 and May 2006, Ms. Cunningham failed to respond to
several LSS inquiries regarding the service complaint. The LSS complained
to the Law Society on December 7, 2005 about Ms. Cunnigham’s failure
to respond. Ms. Cunningham then failed to respond to the Law Society’s
request to set a date for a conduct review. She ignored repeated communications from both the LSS and the Law Society.
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In 1995 the Nanaimo law ﬁrm ABC entered a contract with the federal
Department of Justice, to provide legal services in litigation and criminal
matters. ABC also provided legal services in Courtenay — under the DOJ
contract and otherwise — through the work of three local lawyers under
an arrangement calling for them to be paid for their work on DOJ matters
at one-half of ABC’s hourly billing rate to the DOJ, with ABC retaining the
balance.
Following his call to the bar in May 1994, Shane Sidney Dennison joined
ABC — ﬁrst as an employee or contractor and later as a partner. In May
1997 Dennison was approved to perform legal work under the DOJ
contract. From about November 2002, Dennison was responsible for

R E GU L ATO RY
administration and management of ABC’s DOJ account, splitting the Hainer at the discipline hearing (no one appearing on her behalf at the
proﬁt earned on DOJ matters equally with C, a senior partner of ABC.
penalty hearing)
The ABC partnership dissolved in the fall of 2002, with its principals continuing to work together as an “association” of lawyers called ABC until
the summer of 2003, when the new ﬁrm of CDE was formed. Dennison
continued as a partner of CDE, and the DOJ entered a new contract with
CDE on the same terms.

FACTS

Nicole Hainer practised law as an associate of EC & Associates from her
call to the bar until February 2006, a period of almost four years. Hainer
misappropriated at least $7,520 — in 10 thefts involving eight different
clients — over the last nine months of her employment with the ﬁrm. She
In early 2003, ABC offered P, a junior lawyer in its Nanaimo ofﬁce, the
had no prior discipline history, and no apparent medical or circumstantial
opportunity to do DOJ work on terms similar to those applicable to the
explanation for her conduct.
Courtenay lawyers. When P examined the Courtenay lawyers’ time sheets
in the course of assessing that offer, he discovered signiﬁcant irregularities In seven thefts, Hainer sent different versions of a statement of account
to the client and to the ﬁrm, with a higher fee noted in the client version.
and alterations, many made in handwriting P recognized as Dennison’s.
Hainer then collected cash paid on the client accounts and remitted funds
In June 2004 P confronted Dennison with his discovery, suggesting that
to the ﬁrm on the corresponding ﬁrm accounts, pocketing the difference.
the conduct he had uncovered was “effectively fraud.” P later testiﬁed
In some instances, Hainer simply did not account to the ﬁrm for cash she
that Dennison replied, “You are effectively right.” P then took the inforreceived from clients.
mation on time sheet irregularities to C, who ﬁled a complaint with the
In three other thefts, Hainer sent different versions of a retainer letter to
Law Society.
the client and to the ﬁrm, with a higher fee noted in the client version.
Forensic document examination identiﬁed Dennison’s handwriting on
Hainer applied the same method for remitting and withholding cash remany of the altered time sheets and conﬁrmed that the effect of the alceived in these retainer thefts that she used in the account thefts.
terations was to increase the amount of time recorded or to add entries
for ﬁles that had not been recorded at all on the time sheets as submitted VERDICT
by the Courtenay lawyers.
At the discipline hearing Hainer admitted various acts of misleading the
Forensic accounting investigation determined that as a result of altera- ﬁrm, misappropriation of client funds and failure to deposit those funds
tions to the Courtenay lawyers’ time sheets between September 1, 2002 into a pooled trust account as soon as practicable (in breach of Rule 3-51
and November 30, 2003, ABC and later CDE over-billed the DOJ by of the Law Society Rules). The panel accepted Hainer’s admissions and
$277,000. Dennison received one-half of the proﬁt earned on those bill- found that her actions constituted professional misconduct.
ings, according to the testimony of C.
Dennison did not testify and was unrepresented at both the discipline and PENALTY
penalty hearings.
Hainer did not attend the penalty hearing. Mr. Ranspot appeared as a
courtesy to the panel to conﬁrm that he had withdrawn as counsel for
VERDICT
Hainer following the discipline hearing, and to advise that he had no inThe panel found Dennison guilty of professional misconduct. The panel structions to explain her absence at the penalty hearing. The panel found
stressed that on the facts of this case, it was not necessary to rely upon that Hainer had misappropriated trust funds on an almost regular basis,
Dennison’s failure to provide an explanation. The panel concluded the without providing any medical or circumstantial evidence to explain or
forensic evidence was “clear and convincing” that Dennison altered the mitigate her professional misconduct.
Courtenay lawyers’ time sheets upon which the false accounts to the DOJ The panel ordered that Hainer be disbarred and pay costs of $11,532.
were based, that he caused the false accounts to be submitted to the DOJ,
and that he proﬁted directly from the result.

PENALTY

DAVID DONALD HART

The panel described the conduct in this as being among the most serious types of breach that can be committed by a lawyer. The panel also
stressed this case involved deliberate dishonesty, involving large sums of
money over an extended period of time, without evidence of mitigating
circumstances.

Langley, BC
Called to the bar: May 15, 1961
Discipline hearing: November 1, 2007
Panel: Anna Fung, QC, Chair, James Vilvang, QC and Thelma O’Grady
The panel ordered that Dennison be disbarred and pay costs of Report issued: November 21, 2007 (2007 LSBC 50)
$65,868.84.
Counsel: Maureen Boyd for the Law Society; Dennis Quinlan for David
Donald Hart

FACTS

NICOLE HAINER
White Rock, BC
Called to the Bar: May 15, 2002
Discipline hearings: February 6 and September 12, 2007
Panel: Dirk Sigalet, QC, Chair, Leon Getz, QC and Ross Tunnicliffe
Reports issued: March 27 (2007 LSBC 14) and October 31, 2007 (2007
LSBC 48)
Counsel: Maureen Boyd for the Law Society; Michael Ranspot for Nicole

EN, the defendant in a matrimonial action, retained David Donald Hart in
August 2005 to assist her in registering a mortgage on the former home
of EN and her husband in priority to a certiﬁcate of pending litigation ﬁled
by her husband. The proceeds from the mortgage would be used to pay
out an existing mortgage and to pay a retainer for legal fees to be held in
trust by Hart’s ﬁrm.
EN attended Hart’s ofﬁce on September 28, 2005 to swear to an afﬁdavit
continued on page 30
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as an employee or contractor. In February 1998 King was approved to
perform legal work under the DOJ contract.

Hart had prepared in advance of the meeting. During the meeting, EN advised Hart that the afﬁdavit incorrectly noted the date of separation from
her husband and incorrectly noted that the property had been transferred
to EN from joint tenancy with her husband, when in fact it was transferred
to EN from Ernst & Young on October 2, 1997.

The ABC partnership dissolved in the fall of 2002, with its principals continuing to work together as an “association” of lawyers called ABC until
the summer of 2003, when the new ﬁrm of CDE was formed. King continued as an employee of CDE, and the DOJ entered a new contract with
CDE on the same terms.

On October 12, 2005 Hart ﬁled the afﬁdavit without the corrections. On
October 19, EN reviewed the afﬁdavit with Hart and reminded him of the
errors. At the application on October 20, 2005, Hart relied on the afﬁdavit and did not advise the court of these errors. Counsel for the husband
advised the court that the property was never registered in joint tenancy.
The motion was dismissed on the basis that the case law did not permit
the court to grant the right to mortgage the property on an interim basis
for the purpose of paying legal fees in a matrimonial action.

In early 2003, ABC offered P, a junior lawyer in its Nanaimo ofﬁce, the
opportunity to do DOJ work on terms similar to those applicable to the
Courtenay lawyers. When P examined the Courtenay lawyers’ time sheets
in the course of assessing that offer, he discovered signiﬁcant irregularities and alterations, many made in handwriting P recognized as King’s. In
June 2004, P took his discovery to C, a senior partner of CDE, who ﬁled a
complaint with the Law Society.

Forensic document examination identiﬁed King’s handwriting on 26 of
the altered time sheets and conﬁrmed that the effect of the alterations
was to increase the amount of time recorded or to add entries for ﬁles
that had not been recorded at all on the time sheets as submitted by the
VERDICT
The panel found Hart guilty of professional misconduct for failing to en- Courtenay lawyers.
Forensic accounting investigation determined that as a result of alterasure the accuracy of the afﬁdavit material provided to the court.
The panel said all lawyers must take great care in preparing afﬁdavit ma- tions to the Courtenay lawyers’ time sheets between September 1, 2002
terial and making representation to the court to ensure accuracy. They and November 30, 2003, ABC and later CDE over-billed the DOJ by
further noted that failure to correct an error, even if the error was un- $277,000.
Hart admitted that his conduct constituted professional misconduct.

intentional and inconsequential to the outcome of the case, is a serious King did not testify and was unrepresented at both the discipline and penmatter. However, this is not as serious as deliberately attempting to de- alty hearings.
ceive the court.
The panel determined there was no evidence that King received direct ﬁnancial beneﬁt from the time sheet alterations, and no evidence indicatPENALTY
ing King’s motive or purpose for participating in the alteration scheme.
The panel ordered a $2,000 ﬁne and $1,500 in costs, both to be paid with- “Why Mr. King took part in this fraud is a question that cries out for explain three months. They did not reprimand Hart noting that this would be nation, yet Mr. King has chosen to remain silent,” the panel said.
implicit in imposing the ﬁne.

VERDICT

DONALD CRAIG KING
Nanaimo, BC
Called to the bar: May 17, 1996
Discipline hearings: January 15 and 16 (facts and verdict) and November
1, 2007 (penalty)
Panel: James Vilvang, QC, Chair, Richard Stewart and Robert Brun, QC
Reports issued: April 23 (2007 LSBC 22) and November 22, 2007 (2007
LSBC 52)
Counsel: Jean Whittow, QC and Paula Ramsay for the Law Society; no
one appearing on behalf of Donald Craig King at either hearing
This digest should be read with the digest of the Shane Sidney Dennison
discipline and penalty decisions (2007 LSBC 23 and 2007 LSBC 51): see
page 28.

FACTS
In 1995 the Nanaimo law ﬁrm of ABC entered a contract with the federal
Department of Justice, to provide legal services in litigation and criminal
matters. ABC also provided legal services in Courtenay — under the DOJ
contract and otherwise — through the work of three local lawyers under
an arrangement calling for them to be paid for their work on DOJ matters
at one-half of ABC’s hourly billing rate to the DOJ, with ABC retaining the
balance.
Following his call to the bar in May 1996, Donald Craig King joined ABC
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The panel found King guilty of professional misconduct, concluding the
forensic evidence was “clear and convincing” that King knew or ought to
have known the altered time sheets were being submitted to the DOJ for
wrongful payment.

PENALTY
The panel described the conduct in this case as being among the most
serious types of breach that can be committed by a lawyer. The panel also
stressed this case involved deliberate dishonesty, involving large sums of
money over an extended period of time, without evidence of mitigating
circumstances.
The panel ordered that King be disbarred and pay costs of $52,879.59.

LAWYER 11
Vancouver, BC
Called to the bar: September 5, 2001
Charter application hearing: July 24 and 25, 2007
Panel: Gordon Turriff, QC, Chair, David Renwick, QC and Warren Wilson,
QC
Report issued: November 5, 2007 (2007 LSBC 49)
Counsel: Maureen Baird, David Lunny and J. Chong for the Law Society;
Gary Nelson for the respondent; Jonathan Penner and Jennifer Stewart
for the Attorney General of BC

R E GU L ATO RY
BACKGROUND

ROGER ROY PLESTED

A citation was issued against the respondent, alleging that he was a party
to arrangements intended to mislead the BC Supreme Court in an application by his father for funding his defence of criminal charges, and intended
to mislead the Business Development Bank of Canada about the affairs of
a family business.

Kamloops, BC
Called to the Bar: May 15, 1974
Discipline hearing: September 28, 2007
Panel: James Vilvang, QC, Chair, Leon Getz, QC and Art Vertlieb, QC
The respondent invoked sections 11(c), 13 and 7 of the Charter of Rights Reports issued: October 11, 2007 (2007 LSBC 45)
and Freedoms to challenge the constitutional validity of the Law Society’s Counsel: Maureen Boyd for the Law Society; Jerome Ziskrout for Roger
plan to introduce as evidence afﬁdavits sworn by the respondent in sup- Roy Plested
port of his father’s Court application, and to call him as a witness on the
FACTS
hearing of the citation.
In 2006 Roger Roy Plested acted as solicitor for the estate of AW. Plested
THE CHARTER ISSUES
failed to reply to telephone communications and to letters dated DecemThe panel considered submissions from counsel for the Law Society and ber 27, 2006 and April 12, 2007 from TS, the executor. Plested also failed
for the respondent on the application of the Charter and speciﬁcally with to reply to Law Society telephone messages left on January 15 and 17,
reference to the respondent’s point that the discretion of a hearing panel 2007, and to Law Society letters dated January 25, February 20, March 7
to admit evidence (see s. 41 of the Legal Profession Act and Rules 5-4 and and March 14, 2007, all in relation to the Law Society’s investigation of a
5-5(6) of the Law Society Rules) must be “informed or conﬁned” by the complaint ﬁled by TS.
Charter.
In May 2006, Plested acted as solicitor for CFSA in the preparation,
All counsel conceded that unless a discipline proceeding by the Law Soci- execution and registration of a mortgage. Plested failed to respond to
ety involves the imposition of “true legal consequences” as that term was CFSA’s faxes dated July 5 and September 27, 2006 and January 4, 2007, all
used by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Wigglesworth, [1987] 2 S.C.R. requesting his solicitor’s ﬁnal report and related mortgage documenta541, neither s. 11 nor s. 13 of the Charter apply. The panel said it must ask tion.
itself if any of the consequences that might befall the respondent — if the In January 2007, CFSA ﬁled a complaint with the Law Society regarding
allegations raised in the citation are proved — are truly penal. “Are they, as Plested’s conduct. Plested failed to respond to Law Society letters dated
Wigglesworth requires us to ask, measures imposed in proceedings for the February 20, March 15 and April 2, 2007, all relating to investigation of the
purpose of redressing a wrong done to society at large or are they mea- CFSA complaint.
sures imposed in proceedings for the maintenance of internal discipline
On May 16, 2007 Plested provided his solicitor’s report and related mortwithin a limited private sphere of activity?” asked the panel.
gage documentation, to CFSA’s satisfaction. Plested did not respond to
The panel concluded the imposition of even the maximum ﬁne of $20,000 the Law Society’s communications regarding CFSA’s complaint until June
allowed by the Legal Profession Act would fall fully within the mainte- 2007, after the Law Society issued a citation.
nance of discipline within a limited sphere of activity, and therefore would
VERDICT
not be a truly penal consequence.
Similarly, the panel ruled that while disbarment imposes “devastating”
consequences, “the power to disbar and disbarment operate as powerful
reminders of the capacity of the Law Society to maintain discipline and
order for the particular private purposes of the Legal Profession Act” and
therefore would not be a true penal consequence.

Plested admitted his failure to respond to clients and the Law Society, and
that his actions constituted professional misconduct. The panel accepted
Plested’s admissions and found him guilty of professional misconduct.

The panel also rejected the respondent’s argument that a panel’s power
to order a lawyer to pay the costs of a disciplinary proceeding was a true
penal consequence, concluding that the possibility of a refusal to issue
a practising certiﬁcate for failure to pay hearing costs levied under Rule
5-9(7) is “an instrument for achieving discipline and order within the Law
Society’s private sphere of activity.”

The panel said Plested appeared to be “an honest, hard-working practitioner,” who spent a considerable amount of time on pro bono work. The
panel noted that while this was laudable, “it does not excuse a failure to
respond to communications from the Law Society and to report properly
to clients.” The panel added that failure to respond to communications
from the Law Society is a serious matter.

Finally, the panel was not persuaded that the society’s authority to compel the giving of evidence under s. 41 of the Legal Profession Act and Rules
5-4 and 5-5(6) “runs afoul” of the right to silence and the right not to be
compelled to incriminate oneself provided by s. 7 of the Charter. The panel ruled that it is not contrary to fundamental justice for the Law Society
to require the respondent to testify on the hearing of the citation.

The panel referred Plested to the Practice Standards Committee, directing him to abide by that committee’s directions and orders, and to remain
under its jurisdiction until released by that committee. The panel also
ordered Plested to pay a ﬁne of $1,000 and costs of $1,250 within four
months.Y

PENALTY

Adopting the language of the Supreme Court of Canada in BC Securities
Commission v. Branch, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 3, the panel found that the exercise
of the Law Society’s evidentiary authority giving rise to this application
was “undertaken by a regulatory agency, legitimately within its powers
and jurisdiction and in furtherance of important public purposes that cannot realistically be achieved in a less intrusive manner.”
The respondent’s Charter application was dismissed.
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